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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis studies strategies for creating data-driven business models. The study is

divided into theoretical and the empirical parts, both of which have the focus on: How

new data-driven business models can be created on top existing business? And in addition

which kind of problems are related to creation of data-driven business models? The

theoretical part of the thesis consists of literature review that covers the key concepts

and practices. The empirical part of the thesis consists of empirical interviews conducted

in a Finnish construction company.

This chapter introduces the topic of the study, its background and motivation.

Which is followed by defining the research problem and presenting the two research

questions which guided the research process. After which the goal and the scope of

the thesis are presented. And finally, the structure of the thesis is presented.

1.1 Background and motivation

The speed at which data is generated has been increasing exponentially, the amount

of data has been doubling every 18 months (Bughin et al., 2010), as connectivity and

digitalization (Raine and Wellman, 2012) have hit the world. The growing data assets

possessed by the companies have been increasing (Yousif, 2015) together with computing

power as was initially predicted by Moore et al. (1965). Data has been described as the

new commodity, ”the new oil” (Rotella, 2012), a major differentiation factor with which

companies aim to gain competitive advantage over the competitors by maximizing its
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value. The value of data has been increasing as the possibilities to utilize it and the

generation speed of data has been increased exponentially, demanding more powerful and

sophisticated tools to extract value from it (Lehong and Waller, 2017).

The new possibilities enabled by data can drive to potentially radical digital

transformations of industries (Bughin et al., 2010) or to optimization of the current

value creation processes (Lehong and Waller, 2017). Enabling new kind of value

creation, capturing of value and creation of new business models lead by the technological

development. This transformation of industries can happen in various degrees depending

on the industry.

Construction industry is yet to be radically disrupted, but the companies begin to

understand the value of data and their potential in data leveraging opportunities. As

the construction industry is heavily dependent on the economic situation (Shutt, 1982),

mapping of new data-driven opportunities can provide new non-cyclical revenue streams

and to further optimize construction processes to bring long-term competitive advantage

over competitors (LaValle et al., 2011).

An American construction company Katerra has doubled down in investing heavily

in off-site manufacturing (Katerra, 2019) focusing in pre-production of buildings. With

the aim to minimize the construction time and pre-production is especially effective in

projects with high repetition such as blocks of flats. Additionally, the company achieved

technology company like multiples in valuation (Slowey, 2019), and the company focuses

in hiring individuals with digital capabilities. BIM or building information modeling

has been developed as a digital representation of the physical asset (Bilal et al., 2016)

enabling information to be tied to the digital representation of the physical asset. It has

been utilized in for example to building maintenance needs and its prediction (Golabchi

et al., 2013).

There are numerous ways to transform business into digital, and this thesis explores

on the strategy how data-driven business models can be created, to create new value

with leveraging on data, in a Finnish construction company. How data is currently

utilized as a part of the decision-making and value creation processes? What is the

perceived value of the current data asset? What should be taken into account when

deciding on the data leveraging for future competitive advantage? What would enable
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the better leveraging of data to create new data-driven business models to achieve long-

term competitive advantage? By understanding the enablers and barriers, the company

can better understand its situation in the competitive landscape to identify possibilities

and areas of development. The aim is to present an approach with which companies in

construction sector can formulate data-driven business models.

1.2 Research problem

Gap in previous research lays the context for the research problem. The gap in previous

research is addressed with the following research problem:

How the established companies should lead data strategy?

The purpose of the thesis is to uncover a better understanding of a strategy to evaluate

the strategic options for creating data-driven business models for construction industry.

The problem presented above is divided into two guiding research questions to gain an

understanding of what should be taken into account when deciding on data leveraging

options. With the goal to understand the enablers and the barriers for the creation of

new data-driven business models.

RQ1: What kind of factors do the companies face when creating data-driven

business models?

RQ2: What kind of data leveraging opportunities the found enablers and

barriers entail to achieve long-term competitive advantage?

As the topic of this thesis is novelty, both of the research questions are first addressed in

the theoretical literature review, thus setting the basis of understanding the underlying

theories and concepts before the empirical part of the study.

1.3 Goal and scope of the study

The objective of the thesis is to provide a better understanding of the strategic steps

companies have to take into consideration when creating new data-driven business models.
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The concepts of data, big data, master data, master data management maturity model

and data-driven business model are explained. Additionally, the issues related to data-

driven business models are explored first in literature review and finally in empirical

findings.

The theoretical goal of the study is to provide information about creation of data-

driven business models: How established companies have leveraged data to create new

data-driven business models? What should be taken into consideration? For academic

literature, the thesis aims to provide strategic options which companies in construction

industry can follow to create data-driven business models. Which helps managers to

better understand the current situation and how to approach the creation of data-driven

business models based on the situation.

The practical goal of the thesis is to map out different strategic options for new

value data-driven value creation for a Finnish construction company. The thesis aims

to provide a strategic options for new data-driven value creation: how it could further

leverage data to create new data-driven business models to enable long-term competitive

advantage? The study also maps out different enablers and barriers which affect the

above mentioned strategic options.

The thesis focuses on qualitative study, collecting its data via interviews and

quantifying the data to identify additional patterns, differences and importances in the

collected data. The focus is on the strategy aspect, focusing on questions like: What has

slowed down the development of data leveraging and data-driven business models? What

would enable the leveraging of data to create new business models? And what do the

two previous questions entail for companies in moving further into data-leveraging? The

technicalities of data analytics and data engineering are excluded from the scope of the

thesis.

The qualitative empirical data is collected via interviews. The interviews are

aimed towards the executive team and senior management of a publicly traded Finnish

construction company, YIT Oyj. The different revenue yielding units of the company are

the primary source of the qualitative data, each of the selected unit is represented by

interviewing of the executive of the respective unit and in addition one to three directors

or managers. Goal is to cover only the construction industry with the interviews, as the
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scope is to develop a strategic options for a company in construction sector to create long-

term competitive advantage. The interviews total up to 14, a sufficient amount to cover

the entire company and its core business: five of which were executives, seven directors,

one senior manager and finally one manager.

1.4 Structure of the study

This section goes through the structure of the thesis, from chapter to chapter, introducing

them and their contents.

The thesis is structures as follows:

1. Introduction

2. Theoretical Background

3. Methodology

4. Results

5. Discussion

In the first chapter the topic is introduced, describing the background and motivation

for the thesis. The scope, goal of the thesis and as well as the research problem and

questions guiding the study are defined. Setting the basis and motivation for the study.

The second chapter, theoretical background, covers the literature review of the

academia. In this chapter the key concepts and theories relevant to thesis are explored.

This is done to understand the underlying theory of the creation of data-driven business

models. This chapter focuses on data, big data, master data and its maturity model and

data-driven business models. And what kind of internal and external factors, which can

be either enablers and or barriers affect data leveraging options for established companies?

The third chapter elaborates on the research methodology utilized while conducting

the study. Consisting of research setting, process, methodology, the interviews with which

the qualitative data was gathered. Elaborating also on data collection and finally on how
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the collected data was analyzed. The different parts of the research methodology are

discussed and presented.

Following the research methodology, the fourth chapter presents the results of the

empirical study. The chapter begins with presenting the current state of data leveraging

with corresponding data maturities for different units of the company. Which is followed

by mapping out the internal factors that affect data leveraging and creation of data-driven

business models for the company. After which the external factors, factors in which the

company has little or no effect on, factors that are beyond their control, are presented.

Then the future data leveraging opportunities which the previously explored factors entail

are expanded on. Lastly, the empirical findings of the research are summarized.

The final chapter of the study, discussion, the answer to research problem and

questions are concluded. The practical and theoretical implications of the study are

provided with the limitations of the study. As the final element of the thesis, the chapter

also contains a conclusion of the study to summarize the findings.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

This chapter has its focus on the theoretical background of data-driven business models.

The literature review of this thesis has the focus on data, its value as an asset, on the

current research on data-driven business models and factors affecting the creation of those.

The purpose of theoretical background is to provide sufficient knowledge for

empirical research while binding the thesis to current academic research. The chapter is

structured as follows: firstly, the concept of data is defined. Which is followed by big

data and master data, to form an understanding about the differences and similarities.

The chapter goes on to explore data leveraging in theory with the three subsidiaries.

Followed by exploring the concept of data-driven business models through industry

examples. Lastly, the business ecosystem internal factors and external factors which

affect the creation of data-driven business models for companies are explored to form

an understanding what companies face when moving into data leveraging to create new

business models.

2.1 Data

This section defines basic concepts related to data. Firstly, defining data thus establishing

base knowledge for assessing what is meant with big data, master data, master data

maturity and finally regarding the meaning of data as an asset.
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Data

It is crucial for to define data as a concept for understanding data-driven business models.

The concepts of data, information and knowledge are often used interchangeably, as their

definitions vary from depending on the scholar (Ackoff, 1989; Chen et al., 2008; Liew,

2007). On one hand it is defined as raw and unprocessed representation of features of an

object or an event, modeled as symbols. Which have no significance beyond its existence

(Ackoff, 1989). Another definition, composed by Chen et al. (2008), defines data as a

computer aided representation of either simulated or real entity and its attributes. On

the other hand, data is defined to consist of raw, unfiltered and unrefined information

(Liew, 2007). While information is commonly regarded as refined version of data, having

evolved into a point in which it provides some sort of insight: answering to questions like

”what”, ”who”, ”where” and ”when” (Ackoff, 1989; Liew, 2007). Scholars define knowledge

as an application of data and information, answering to questions like ”how”, being human

centric as often it’s derived based on past experiences (Ackoff, 1989; Liew, 2007). The

scholars agree that data is a raw representation of an entity, requiring processing before

value or insight could be extracted from it, finally turning into information or knowledge,

from which insight can be drawn from.

Big data

As ”big data” has become a buzzword thrown into sentences without fully understanding

the meaning behind it, therefore it is crucial to define the meaning of it. Big data has

been defined as the exponential growth of the amount of data, which grows larger by

the day (Hartmann et al., 2016). According to another definition it is a data set too

massive and complex to work with standardized tools and programs (Snijders et al.,

2012), being too large to handle with a single computer. Big data is data with typical

characteristics of high-variety, volume and velocity demanding new kind of processing for

extracting insight and enhacing decision making (Gartner, 2012). As the digitalization

and connectivity have hit the world the large data sets have emerged as a results (Raine

and Wellman, 2012), impacted by the rise of global technology companies, social medias

and IoT sensors collecting data around the clock. Technology companies are collecting

data as we speak and optimizing their current business and creating new value with it.
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For example, Netflix has utilized big data to improve its content recommendation system.

And based on the big data Google has and will continuously improve the already fast

search engine queries. Essentially, big data is large by size thus requiring new kind of

tools to process it.

Master data

Master data has become a buzzword for corporations. The definition appearing

in literature depends from author to author (Spruit and Pietzka, 2015; Haug and

Stentoft Arlbjørn, 2011). As defined by Spruit and Pietzka (2015), master data

describes the most important business entities of an organization, on which its the

business activities are based on. On the other hand, master data is defined to be

basic characteristics of business entities which can consist of organization’s employees,

its customers, products and suppliers, the basic fundamentals enabling the core business

(Haug and Stentoft Arlbjørn, 2011). Describing the most important elements and

attributes of real world objects (Spruit and Pietzka, 2015). The relationship between big

data and master data is symbiotic, insight can be drawn from one to the other (Corrigan,

2012).

The number of results in selected search engines are presented below in Table 1.

Key word Results in Google Results in Google Scholar

Data 8 550 000 000 9 930 000

Big data 7 370 000 000 4 960 000

Master data 3 050 000 000 5 070 000

Table 1. Number of results per search engine, accessed 12.6.2019.

As can be seen from the results the interest in data as an asset is massive and has

been researched by many scholars. As the data as an asset has become so valuable to

companies, next sections introduce data leveraging and data-driven business model as

concepts.
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2.2 Value of data

This section covers how data can be leveraged and how organizations can create value with

data, with examples from different industries. Data has become an asset like commodity

which is expected to evolve together with capital (Yousif, 2015). The advantage it brings

has sparked the term ”data capital”, as it is possible to yield competitive advantage when

treated correctly (Yousif, 2015). But just acquiring data and storing it in a vault doesn’t

bring any value to the possessing company; collecting, storing or analyzing the data

brings little to no value (Hartmann et al., 2016). It should be leveraged to create new

business value to achieve competitive advantage (Hartmann et al., 2016). The advantage

can be highly non-replicable as in amplifying innovation, companies can partner together

to form an ecosystem, bringing in additional revenue streams or disrupting an entire

industry by capturing value from established companies. Data monetization is sometimes

used interchangeably with data leveraging, there are three distinctive ways companies can

leverage data (Wixom and Ross, 2017) to create value:

• Improve internal business processes and decisions

• Enhancing the current core business with information

• Sell completely new information offerings to new or existing markets

Depending on the ambition level and chosen data strategy, the company can

choose its focus and ambition level to obtain the value of data through leveraging it

to either improve current core business, enhance the current offering with digital or to

sell completely new offering to the markets (Wixom and Ross, 2017).

2.2.1 Data-driven business models

Data-driven business models rely on data as the key resource with which the value is

created to customers (Enders et al., 2019). Data-driven business models are common in

non-asset heavy industries such as technology (Hartmann et al., 2016), as start-ups have

caused disruption to traditional asset heavy industries. Business model can be called

data-driven when the company leverages data or big data and analytics to create or
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capture value (Haug and Stentoft Arlbjørn, 2011) which can lead into the disruption of

the industry. There exist three distinctive categories of data-driven business models with

which companies can create value with data (Wixom and Ross, 2017). There are slight

differences in definitions based on the author (Wixom and Ross, 2017; Brownlow et al.,

2015; Lehong and Waller, 2017). Established companies have a tendency to incorporate

multiple of these different categories of digital offerings, not being restricted to single path

(Brownlow et al., 2015). Next the distinctive of categories data-driven business models

are explored through examples from different industries: how start-ups have disrupted

industries and how established companies have gained competitive advantage with data

leveraging?

Improve internal business processes and decisions with data

The first of the three options how value is created with data is called improve internal

business processes and decisions with data (Brownlow et al., 2015; Wixom and Ross,

2017). According to Lehong and Waller (2017), this is defined as digital business

optimization: consisting of improving customer experience and productivity with data.

This category of data-driven business model tends to be the favored option for established

companies (Brownlow et al., 2015). According to Wixom and Ross (2017) it is not the

most glorified or disruptive path to leverage data as it is limited in scalability but it

offers quick results and therefore short-term competitive advantage. In this option the

data is utilized to bring insight that is used in decision-making, improving processes and

optimizing production.

Microsoft implemented a system that integrated the whole sales pipeline under one

roof, saving 10 to 15 minutes of manual labor per sales lead (Wixom and Ross, 2017).

Managing to automate the system and to based on the data forecast using and ML-

model how likely to lead will translate into sale, essentially improving the sales personnel

productivity by partly automating it. Additionally, the spanish retail giant Zara has

implemented solution to optimize its production with data, aiming to target the right

customers with the right products in online advertising (Brownlow et al., 2015). Zara

aims to maximize the return on advertisement investment.
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Enhance the current core business with data

The second option to create value or category of data-driven business models is enhancing

the current core business with data (Brownlow et al., 2015; Wixom and Ross, 2017;

Lehong and Waller, 2017). According to Lehong and Waller (2017) this category of

DDBM is called new revenue products and services: offering complementary products

and services to the core business, essentially complementing the current core offering

portfolio. Wrapping current offering with data as a way to escape becoming obsolete in

digital age and thus increasing revenue and customer loyalty (Wixom and Ross, 2017).

Examples of enhancing the current core business with data can be drawn from

publishing industry. Many of the Finnish and US based newspapers have enhanced their

core business by publishing the newspapers online, essentially complementing the dying

paper print. The New York Times has transformed its business model to monthly fee

based online publishment (Brownlow et al., 2015), answering to the digitalization trend

and saving costs in printing. Additionally, American bank: Capital One Finacial Corp.

has implemented a system that helps the customers to identify potential credit card

frauds by seeing the transactions in map as markings (Wixom and Ross, 2017). They

have wrapped the current offering by data based enhancement increasing the reliability

and customer value.

Sell completely new information offering

The third and the last form of data-driven business models is offering a completely

new information offering to markets (Brownlow et al., 2015; Wixom and Ross, 2017).

This option contains directly monetizing data to external party that can benefit from

it (Brownlow et al., 2015) as a set of facts (Fayyad et al., 1996) which the buyer can

benefit from by deriving value out of it. According to Lehong and Waller (2017), this

option is called new business models as a way of transforming the core business with

digital means. The data can be formed as a by-product of the operations of the seller,

essentially bringing no value but to the right party it can be insightful. Many managers

and executives have high expectations about the value of their company’s data asset,

often overestimating the value and revenue it could yield for their company (Wixom and

Ross, 2017).
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Originally launched as online book store, global US-based multi industry conglomerate

Amazon has launched new information offerings, selling completely new information

offerings (Srnicek, 2017) in forms of platforms. Launching both Amazon Web Services

providing website hosting and computing power, and Amazon Prime: a competitor to

the video streaming service Netflix. The online marketplace eBay sells its anonymized

transaction data which has been generated by its platform’s operations as a by-product

to customers to yield additional revenue (Opresnik and Taisch, 2015).

2.3 Internal factors

This section explores the different kinds of internal factors affecting the creation of data-

driven business models found in the literature, which enable or act as a barrier for

innovation, capability building and data leveraging. First, exploring the role of company

culture. Second, the enablers related to data governance and security, followed by the

how partnering affects the new kind of value creation for established corporations with

diversified businesses. Lastly, the chapter is finished with summarizing the key internal

factors affecting the creation of data-driven business models and data leveraging.

2.3.1 Company culture & capabilities

Company culture was one of the recurring themes in the literature as one of the most

impactful enabler for creation of data-driven business models (Westerman et al., 2014;

Enders et al., 2019; Ransbotham and Kiron, 2017; Bulger et al., 2014; Reimsbach-

Kounatze, 2013; Schüritz et al., 2017). Westerman et al. (2014) emphasized the

importance of leadership capabilities when driving the transformation of the business

into data leveraging one. The change would be needed to be driven from top down:

articulating the vision, identifying the crucial factors while fostering a strong relationship

between business and IT (Westerman et al., 2014). Not isolating the IT from the core

business as it will play a even bigger role after transition to data-driven business model,

as domain knowledge is needed. High degree of collaboration across different units of the

organization was also mentioned by different authors (Enders et al., 2019; Ransbotham

and Kiron, 2017; Westerman et al., 2014) as a major enabler. Thus emphasizing and
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encouraging innovation and collaboration within the organization as there may lay

synergies between the different departments, and the innovation comes from the bottom

of the pyramid by involving the whole organization(Bughin et al., 2010).

In addition to company culture, some of the academic literature also emphasize

the role of a digital leader and employee empowerment as a major factor. Having

shared digital unit and engaging the entire organization to vision the future possibilities

facilitated by knowledgeable CDO to lead the transition to data leveraging (Westerman

et al., 2014). The digital leader who drives the transformation posses digital capabilities

such as empower the employees while involving the entire organization and transform the

internal processes (Westerman et al., 2014; Reimsbach-Kounatze, 2013; Ransbotham and

Kiron, 2017). The capabilities and acquisition of them can turn a company around

and act as a enabler for data-driven business models, making the digital business

optimization and transformation possible (Westerman et al., 2014; Reimsbach-Kounatze,

2013; Ransbotham and Kiron, 2017; Schüritz et al., 2017). According to Schüritz et al.

(2017) the transformation into datatized organization requires additional data strategy,

shift data-driven organization culture and capabilities in software development. More

productive firms tend to adopt new applications of big data faster than the competitors

(Bughin, 2016) and Bulger et al. (2014) recommend to tackle the low hanging fruits or

easy to implement data application as a pilot before increasing the ambition level of data

leveraging and to develop internal capabilities.

As company culture was mentioned also as an enabler earlier in this chapter, it can

also act as a barrier slowing down the data leveraging opportunities (Enders et al., 2019;

Schüritz et al., 2017; LaValle et al., 2011; Westerman and Bonnet, 2015; Ransbotham

and Kiron, 2017) and thus creation of new data-driven business models. Managerial

assumptions was one of the most recuring theme found in the academic literature

(Westerman and Bonnet, 2015; LaValle et al., 2011; Enders et al., 2019). According to

Westerman and Bonnet (2015); LaValle et al. (2011); Enders et al. (2019) the managerial

assumptions about what are the possibilities and limitations of new digital technology

is limited when managers only have hands on experience with legacy technology that

has become obsolete in today’s data intense age. The failure to overcome this mind-

set can become a massive barrier as managers can be dismissive of new data leveraging

opportunities or being overly ambitious of them as of overestimating the organization’s
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capabilities and the possibilities enabled by data. As mentioned by Enders et al. (2019)

the mindset of over appreciating the traditional strategic physical assets and their utility

in data intense age can be hard to turn around.

Digitization can create challenges as in most of the companies the investments are

unevenly distributed, and only part of the investments and efforts are made into the

consolidated IT-budget (Weill and Woerner, 2013) which would be serving the entire

organization (Woerner and Wixom, 2015) thus failing to support the necessary high

degree of collaboration across the entire organization (Enders et al., 2019; Ransbotham

and Kiron, 2017). This can make handling the massive amount of data and deriving

insight from it more difficult (Woerner and Wixom, 2015) as every unit of the company

is leading its operations as separate unit and thus failing to find the possible interunit

synergies.

As data leveraging adds complexity of the organization and its strategy, a successful

transformation into data-driven business models require a closer integration of the

stakeholders of the ecosystem and the customers (Schüritz et al., 2017). And a failure

to engage the actors and developing a company culture in which data is central to the

operations is a major barrier to data-driven opportunities.

2.3.2 Data governance & security

Data openness was frequently mentioned enabler for data-driven opportunity leveraging

in the literature (Ransbotham and Kiron, 2017; Reimsbach-Kounatze, 2013). Data is

encouraged to be shared internally and externally, beyond company boundaries to derive

more value out of the it, as the data possessing party may lack capabilities or some other

data needed to derive value and insight from it. Also having data central to the business

model (Bulger et al., 2014; Ransbotham and Kiron, 2017) can enable data leveraging

and making the most out of it. According to Bulger et al. (2014) the biggest success

stories of digital business transformation have reinvented entire core business around the

use of data. The most successful firms understand the limitations and possibilities of

data leveraging, not going around and collecting everything in the hopes of monetizing

or levaraging it (Bulger et al., 2014).

Good data governance process can help to keep data of high quality (Ransbotham
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and Kiron, 2017) and the importance is highlighted as the data possessed by companies

continues to grow as time progresses (Hartmann et al., 2016). Data governance is

a company-wide process and guidelines with accountabilities from IT and business

concerning data quality management process (Weber et al., 2009) to preserve the quality

of data by introducing roles and responsibilities to the personnel.

With the ever-increasing amount of data being generated (Hartmann et al., 2016),

many organizations have realized the hidden value of data and the opportunities in

leveraging it for either optimization or transformation (Enders et al., 2019). As data is

often generated as a byproduct of other activities, with e.g. ever cheapening IoT-sensor

technology (Bughin et al., 2010), enterprises are developing new data-driven business

models and or shifting the focus of their entire core business (Enders et al., 2019) as the

massive amount of data enables a new kind of value creation.

Additionally companies may have fear to open their data asset even if it would

be anonymized (Ransbotham and Kiron, 2017), as opening APIs and data to external

service providers and developers is a way for them to gain competitive advantage and

thus enable external actors move into the industry and create value. Related to the fear

of opening data to external service providers is the concerns of data privacy even if it

would be anonymized (Ransbotham and Kiron, 2017) as Reimsbach-Kounatze (2013) says

the data privacy concerns are raised when working with data and opening it to external

service providers. The impact of this privacy and security issues has been increased as

the risk of data breaches rises as a function of the amount of data possessed by companies

(Reimsbach-Kounatze, 2013).

Data quality is a key barrier preventing companies to draw insight from and

thus an issues preventing the creation of data-driven business on top of (Haug and

Stentoft Arlbjørn, 2011; Bulger et al., 2014; Wixom and Ross, 2017). According to

Wixom and Ross (2017) data quality is one of the first issues companies face when they

try to derive value and insight from it or try to monetize it. Data quality according to

Bulger et al. (2014) is about reliability and availability: needing a standardized process

to warehouse it and possible lack of it. Without those characteristics the value of data

doesn’t exist, therefore data is only valuable if it is of high quality. Data quality is about

the accuracy of the phenomenon or event it represents, the completeness of the features
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that describe it, consistency of it and the timeliness (Ballou and Pazer, 1985).

2.3.3 Partnerships

Partnering is a major enabler for creating data-driven business models (Enders et al.,

2019; Bughin et al., 2010; Ransbotham and Kiron, 2017) and deriving value out of data.

According to Ransbotham and Kiron (2017); Bughin (2016) partnering with competitors

and or other actors accelerates innovation: sharing data in ecosystem formed by the

stakeholders enables the sufficient amount of it to build business cases on top of it.

Companies can choose to form partnerships to share data, co-develop a joint offering or

utilize corporate venturing to enable new data-driven ventures. Partnering with external

actors can fill the void in capabilities and resources which are crucial in order to develop

new-data driven opportunities.

Share data

As organization may lack the crucial data to their business, they can opt to either buy

it or opt to share it with other actors. For example automobile manufacturers BMW,

Daimler and Volkswagen cross share data in their ecosystem (Ransbotham and Kiron,

2017; MarketWatch, 2019; Daimler, 2017) and the car manufacturers aim to take back part

of the value lost to digital players such as Uber and Lyft by teaming up (MarketWatch,

2019). Additionally they have formed a joint venture to develop electronic charging

station network (Daimler, 2017) as they think the competitive advantage can be achieved

together and the companies lack the internal capabilities to perform alone (Enders et al.,

2019).

Co-development

One form of partnering is also collaborating with sub-providers to host the services

(Enders et al., 2019). Co-developing offering with external actors can be achieved with

sharing data or capabilities, or both within the partner ecosystem. Hosting the web-

services on for example Amazon Web Services or selling the services through 3rd party
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platforms (Google Play Store or Apple Store) (Enders et al., 2019). Additionally, bundling

the offerings together with other actors is another form of partnering (Enders et al., 2019),

offering complementary services or products of 3rd party service provider to maximize

the value from customers by sharing the profits of the bundled offering. With bundling

offerings together the companies can also profit from each other’s customer base, possibly

reaching additional customers. The Japanese car manufacturer Toyota has committed

massive amount of capital to US-based ride sharing start-up Uber since 2016 (Andonov,

2018; Toyota, 2018). Making the initial investment in 2016 and the latter one in 2018 of

$500m, all of which was targeted into Uber’s R&D costs of autonomous vehicles (Andonov,

2018; Toyota, 2018). Uber already possesses the technology for autonomous driving while

Toyota has developed automated safety system, they are planning to fuse this together

to create superior system (Toyota, 2018). As described by Enders et al. (2019) there are

also impactful decision which have to be made by the companies: deciding on which to

include in the offering and which features should be charged for as extra need to be taken

into account and aligned with the other parties’ offering and expectations.

Corporate venturing

Corporate venturing has been mentioned as a enabler for new value creation, innovation

and capability builder (Narayanan et al., 2009; Keil, 2004; Vanhaverbeke and Peeters,

2005). Corporate venturing refers to established corporations leveraging external

partnerships in creating new ventures and developing capabilities in form of acquisitions,

joint ventures or investments (Keil, 2004; Weiblen and Chesbrough, 2015) to emerging

new innovations and technologies. With established organizations practicing actively in

corporate venturing activity, they can have the access to data and talent, which was

unavailable before. Investments made by corporations have a much higher success rates

and valuations compared to typical venture capital investments (Gompers et al., 2002),

and the corporate venture capital investments can play a massive role in development

of new innovation and emerging technologies. Xerox Corporation, an US-based copier

company created a spinoff of technological innovation which later on became 3Com as

Xerox failed to identify the value of new technological innovation on its own as the

funded research lab did (Chesbrough, 2010). Examples of successful CVC activity can
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be found from technology industry: Google ventures invested in Nest, a smart home

product manufacturer eventually selling it to Google (Weiblen and Chesbrough, 2015) to

be integrated into current offering portfolio.

As large corporations with diversified portfolios and offerings don’t have a good

success rate in managing change caused by disruption and turbulent industry conditions,

corporations can combat this by making investments into smaller ventures to turn new

innovations and disruption into long-term profit, growth and competitive advantage by

building competences and capabilities (Vanhaverbeke and Peeters, 2005).

2.3.4 Summary of internal factors found in the literature

This section summarizes the business ecosystem internal factors that affect data

leveraging, factors that the company can have an effect on. The factors are summarized

below in Table 2.

Internal factor Description

Company culture Leadership capabilities to drive the change to data-intense

business models, driving change from top down, high degree of

internal collaborating, engaging entire organization

Data governance Data openness policy: to open the data asset for external

service providers or to keep in strictly within the company,

data governance process to ensure data quality and security

Partnerships Forming partnerships with external actors via either sharing

data, co-developing or corporate venturing to gain access to

data, derive value out of it and accessing missing capabilities in

the current ecosystem

Table 2. Internal factors for leveraging on data summarized.

The first of the three distinctive categories of internal factors that affect data

leveraging of companies is company culture and capabilities. Previous research describes
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the importance of leadership capabilities within the company to drive the established

companies to leverage data and to drive the change of attitudes from top to down. Within

the company high degree of internal collaboration is required to change the attitudes and

to innovate new data-driven business models. The current academic literature has mixed

views: emphasizing the importance of leadership from top down and innovation from

bottom up. The second category is data governance and security, as is is described

that data openness policy affects if external developers have the access to company’s

data asset to build services and platforms on top of or not. Additionally, good data

governance policy ensures the data quality and security, allowing the new value to be

derived out of it. Lastly, partnering with external actors to derive the value out of data

can enable the new data-driven business models to be created. Creating an ecosystem

with actors in which the data is shared together with capabilities. Forming joint ventures

with competitors to accumulate shared competitive advantage over rivals. Or to establish

a corporate venturing unit in which the established company invests into start-ups that

innovate and complement the current offering portfolio of the company.

2.4 External factors

This section explores the different kinds of externals factors factors that affect the creation

of data-driven business models found in the literature. These factors can act as a enabler

and or barrier for innovation, capability building and data leveraging. First, the role

of industry as an inhibitor or a barrier is explored through industry specific resource

advantages and disadvantages. Second, the role of regulation by governments is explored

through examples. Lastly, the chapter is finished with summarizing the key external

factors affecting the creation of data-driven business models and data leveraging

2.4.1 Industry specific resource advantages and disadvantages

Some of the industries have more to gain than others in digitalization and in developing

new data leveraging opportunities (Reimsbach-Kounatze, 2013). One of the biggest

”winner”of data leveraging is the online advertising sector, the data and click-stream data

is collected and analyzed intensively to understand the spending habits of the browsing
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consumers. With the new kind of data stream, companies can allocate their marketing

budget more efficiently to target the most valuable customers (Reimsbach-Kounatze,

2013). As an example of this, a Finnish Facebook marketing firm, Smartly.io, was born

to offer optimized digital marketing to enable brands to better reach their target audience

(Rogers, 2019).

According to Brown et al. (2011); Yousif (2015) financial companies and insurance

companies posses massive data assets of their customers and their spending habits which

offer a big potential for leveraging in the future. But the monopoly of banks data

assets was shattered as the European Union introduced PSD2 which forced the banks

to open their data asset for third parties and consumers (Cortet et al., 2016). While

the introduction of the directive was a loss, it also acted as a accelerator for digital

transformation for banking sector (Cortet et al., 2016).

In terms of the potential of health care industry, the possibilities introduced by

digitalization and data leveraging have created new unified electronic health records

(Reimsbach-Kounatze, 2013). This move from paper to electronic records reduced the

management costs and an improved performance patient of care (Reimsbach-Kounatze,

2013). Completely new kinds of data-driven business models, called health tech, were also

born: gather data from patients and analyze it to arrive into the right conclusion. For

example a Finnish start-up BrainCare offers solution that provides a more sophisticated

way to diagnose and plan the treatment based on the data for epilepsy (van Rossum,

2018).

Due to digitalization, the transport sector has gained the ability to track and quantify

the flow of traffic by tracking mobile devices. Therefore the sector can both optimize

traffic and to offer of new location-based services (Reimsbach-Kounatze, 2013). For

example, a Dutch navigation company TomTom buys location data of mobile devices

from telecommunication companies for their model which aims to optimize the routes

for minimizing the future fuel consumption (Reimsbach-Kounatze, 2013). As mentioned

earlier in this chapter in Finland the government forced the transport companies to open

up their data for third parties (Traficom, 2019a,b). Thus accelerating the innovation in

the industry and allowing new data-driven actors to emerge as there is new kind of value

to capture as the data is available for them.
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Manufacturing industry has been seen as an industry with low potential in terms of

leveraging on data (Brown et al., 2011), as the data is hard to collect from physical assets

thus requiring manual installation of IoT-sensors. Finally the construction industry has

been undisrupted for a long time, with little to no innovations in terms of digitalization.

In recent years, new kind of data leveraging opportunities have emerged (Reimsbach-

Kounatze, 2013; Bilal et al., 2016; Deutsch et al., 2015; Golabchi et al., 2013).

In construction industry especially, as companies utilizing BIM is still rare: the

outliers, null values and non-standardized values are common in data (Bilal et al., 2016)

as the industry lacks standardization. The production of valuable analytics is hard as

the basis of data management practice is lacking, and companies can spend up to 80%

of the time cleaning the dataset before there is any basis for deriving value out of it

(Bilal et al., 2016). As the derived insight might be misleading as the data quality is

poor, the decisions made based on the skewed insight might result in bad results (Bilal

et al., 2016). There are new new possibilities in leveraging building information modeling,

BIM, in detecting faults and maintenance needs in operational buildings (Golabchi et al.,

2013). BIM is defined as the digital representation of the physical asset, a digital twin

of the building as a computer generated model to simulate and information (Vanlande

et al., 2008). According to Bilal et al. (2016) the construction industry lags behind

of other industries in big data leveraging, but there is massive potential in improving

the efficiency of construction process and leveraging the data that is generated in the

process. However, transforming the construction industry to leverage data better requires

investments in data centers, software licenses and skilled personnel with IT capabilities

to keep the system running (Bilal et al., 2016).

Smart home utilities have had advances for the adaption of data leveraging

technologies to reduce and better manage for example electricity consumption. The

data is gathered in large volumes to be analyzed to identify patterns in the consumption

(Reimsbach-Kounatze, 2013). The real-time collection of electricity consumption data can

and has been combined with real-time market data of electricity spot prices to reduce

the electricity costs of the customers (Reimsbach-Kounatze, 2013). Additionally scholars

have had interest in how data is leveraged across the building lifecycle, from design to

utilization, to for example simulate the operational efficiency of the end product (Deutsch

et al., 2015).
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2.4.2 Regulation

Government regulation is surprisingly mentioned as an possible enabler for data-driven

businesses as it may provide the necessary infrastructure and force data to be opened to

third parties (Bulger et al., 2014). Thus enabling the creation of new data-intense business

models as the data is opened for third party developers to build up on. Finnish transport

and communications agency forced data openness for Finnish logistics and transportation

companies (Traficom, 2019a), releasing the massive datasets with fine threats to actors if

they would not comply (Traficom, 2019b).

As IT and data focused innovation is both a source of emission and new source of

environmental innovation, sustainability may play a role as enabler for new data-driven

business models (Bughin et al., 2010). The new data-intense actors may gain new kind

of data, that was previously unavailable to public. The disruptive actors can build new

business models on top forcingly opened emission data if government chooses to regulate

the transparency of certain the creation of processes, tasks or industries. The forced

opening of APIs will enable non-asset heavy actors to move into the asset heavy industry

as the entry barrier is lowered, making the value capturing possible by new data-intense

actors.

Additional pressure has been created by the European Union, as the legislation of

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was passed in April of 2016, after years of

preparing (European Parliament, 2016). The law is all about enforcing data protection in

this current world of digital ecosystems and platforms, with massive fine for organizations

if they fail to follow the set law (European Parliament, 2016). According to Zarsky

(2016) as many different geographical areas have different data protection laws, while the

GDPR is the strictest, companies should follow the strictest policy which will be costly

to implement. But some of the actors may move out of the EU to the regions where the

GDPR is not forced since it limits the possibilities of big data related business models

and data-driven business models Zarsky (2016). Thus in a way killing the innovation

and forcing it to move outside of the EU which will lead to loss of jobs and innovation.

The European Union also passed new regulation for banking industry called Payment

Services Directive 2 or PSD2 in 2015, coming into full effect on 14th of September

2019 (Union, 2015). The PSD2 has enabled financial technology companies or fintech
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to capture new value from extremely asset heavy banking industry (Cortet et al., 2016).

The directive forced the banks to open their APIs enabling fintech players to capture

part of the customer value, as access to consumer payment accounts were opened (Cortet

et al., 2016; Union, 2015). Lastly, as defined by the Finnish work safety laws: the data has

to be collected from construction sites as in percentage that is calculated by dividing the

number of positive observations by total number of observations from the construction

site (Marjamäki, 2000). Positive observations can be for example a worker wearing proper

safety equipment, and a negative observation not wearing them.

As was highlighted above, regulation can act as an enabler and disabler. It is

important that any regulation is designed to facilitate, rather than stifle innovation and

growth in the sector. Given the growing level of expertise in industry, private-sector

stakeholders should be involved in any new regulatory process (Bulger et al., 2014) and

failure to include them in the conversation can result into regulation that will hurt the

actors in corresponding industries.

2.4.3 Summary of external factors found in the literature

This section summarizes the business ecosystem external factors that affect data

leveraging, factors that the company has little to no effect on. The factors are summarized

below in Table 3.

External factor Description

Industry resources Depending on the industry the business is operating in: the

industry might have a lot of new value to capture or to create

or on the contrary: the possibilities of data might be limited

or easily disrupted by data native players

Regulation Regulation can kill innovation, environmental regulation can

enable new data-driven business models, GPDR pressure from

EU

Table 3. Business ecosystem external factors that affect leveraging of data summarized.
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The first of the two factors found in the literature is the industry resource advantages

and disadvantages, as the potential of the new value to be captured or created might

be limited or enabled by the type of industry the company operates in. Some of the

industries have been disrupted by start-ups that have created new data-driven business

models, capturing value in asset heavy industries with no physical assets. The second

found factors is related to the first one, regulation. According to the literature regulation

can either kill or amplify innovation, forcing to open up data assets for external developers

can act as enabler for new ventures.

2.5 Summary of literature review

Purpose of literature review is to summarize the current academic knowledge about the

research topic.

RQ1: What kind of factors do the companies face when creating data-driven

business models?

According to current academic research companies the factors companies face can be

divided into business ecosystem internal factors and external factors: the first of the two

can be affected by the company and the latter ones an individual organization has little

or no control over.

Academic literature identifies three distinctive categories for business ecosystem

internal factors: company culture & capabilities, data governance & security and

partnerships. The latter category includes two distinctive categories for external factors:

industry resource advantages and disadvantages and regulation.

RQ2: What kind of data leveraging opportunities the found enablers and

barriers entail to achieve long-term competitive advantage?

Current academic knowledge recognizes three distinctive categories of data-driven

business models which companies utilize in creating value with data. Companies have

the option to either improve internal business processes and decision making with data,

enhance the current business with data or to sell a completely new information offering to
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markets, essentially transforming the nature of the business. The different options have

each individual underlying requirements, business ecosystem internal and external factor,

which they are dependent on.

The current use use-cases for data leveraging and data-driven business models from

construction industry are extremely limited. The empirical part of the study aims to map

out the possibilities for the focal company to create long-term competitive advantage with.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

In this chapter, the research methodology for conducting the thesis is explained, in

addition with the research process and setting. Finally, the processes of data collection

and data analysis are elaborated on.

3.1 Research setting and process

This thesis explores how new data driven business models can be created and how data

strategy should be lead by established companies for long-term competitive advantage.

Thesis topic was first initiated by the board of directors of a Finnish stock listed

construction company, YIT Oyj. The interest for the topic had emerged during a board

meetings and therefore initially handed down to strategy and data & analytics teams to

do research on. The topic found its way to the author through a common colleague, who

gave the initial hint about the possible thesis topic.

Process of discussion about the topic of the thesis started in the middle of February.

In the initial meeting three possible topics for the thesis were introduced and the

underlying theme in all of them was the value creation with data. The thesis advisor

was weighing the importance of the finally selected topic during the discussion and the

follow-up Skype-meeting, in which the details were settled on. After which, meeting

between thesis stakeholders: supervisor, advisor and author, was held to introduce the

topic and to incorporate an academic point of view into it and to get a consensus about

the scope of the study.
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The research process of the thesis started with obtaining domain knowledge about

the topic and the company by the reading literature and having multiple meetings with

internal stakeholders of the company: seeking the requirements for thesis, information

about internal processes and about current level of data utilization. Additionally, a

meeting was held with an executive to introduce the topic and seek validation for the

study scope. Based on the feedback of the meeting, the initial scope was too narrow. It

came apparent that the scope had to be changed in order to meet the requirements set by

the the board of directors. Additionally the supervisor recommended to start with data

collection instead of writing the theoretical background as the thesis scope can change

during the research process.

Figure 1 presents the schedule of the thesis as a Gantt chart. This timeline was

created as an essential part of the research plan, to guide the project schedule with the

important milestone serving as drivers for the project. For the presentation of preliminary

results, the analysis of the study was to be compressed into a couple of presentation slides

which were incorporated into data & analytics presentation.
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2019

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

Initial meeting

Start

Scoping

Reading the literature

Creating the Research plan

Planning the interviews

Interviews

Analysis

Presentation

Writing literature review

Writing results of study

Feedback 1

Restructuring

Feedback 2

Finalizing

Figure 1. Thesis Project Schedule.

The schedule was iteratively updated during the research process. The thesis project

started with scoping the thesis topic and requirements, and reading the literature about

the topic to establish sufficient basis for the rest of the study. Research plan was created

quite early on to guide the schedule, and the Gantt-chart was an essential part of it. Data

collection phase was started with planning the interviews: scheduling them and drafting

the questions for interviews. Analysis of data had to start during the data collection phase

to make sure the milestones would be hit. One anomaly, is that the literature review was
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written as one of the last tasks of the project, this was done as the thesis topic changed

during the research and as was advised by the thesis supervisor. This enabled to have a

better focus on the literature review by bringing in focused context to the results of the

interviews, subsequently translating them into the implications later on. Meetings were

held with the thesis stakeholders to obtain domain knowledge and to guide the author

during the process. In addition, weekly meetings were set up to keep everyone updated

as the results of the study would be presented first to the executive team, and finally to

the board of directors. The feedback for the first draft version of the thesis was received

from the supervisor in the middle of August. As a result of the comments, the draft

version was reworked in terms of structure of Chapter 2 and Chapter 4. And finally, after

restructuring the thesis was submitted for second round of comments to the supervisor

before submitting for final grading.

3.2 Research methodology

In this section, the details of research methodology utilized during the research is

explained. First, the qualitative research method, which was selected to be used, second

the case study method is explained and rationalized on. Finally, the interview process is

explored with the formulation process of the questions.

3.2.1 Qualitative research method

As the focus of the study is to explore and explain strategy for creating new data-driven

business models on top of existing businesses, the appropriate way to approach the

research is the qualitative research method (Bogdan and Biklen, 1997; Ritchie et al.,

2013). Qualitative research is defined to means of understanding phenomena of the world

by learning about settings, experiences, perspectives and circumstances as is described by

Ritchie et al. (2013). By another definition, qualitative research is about explaining the

circumstances of an event by asking questions like: how, where and when (Bogdan and

Biklen, 1997). Therefore the research problem and questions presented in Chapter 1 are

the most suitable to be answered and described with qualitative research methodology.

The data collection was arranged as in-depth interviewing. Bogdan and Biklen (1997)
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define in-depth interviewing as drafting open ended questions to catch as many details

about a certain topic as possible, as the this allow the interviewees to formulate their

answers in their own way. Thus they are expressing their thoughts more freely than in a

scenario in which the structure of the answer is handed out to them.

As Ritchie et al. (2013) describe a suitable application of in-depth interviewing is

generating data via interviews to better understand the personal context and to explore

issues in great detail. This approach was applied to the study as the key objective was to

understand how data-driven business models could be created, what kind of barriers and

enablers exit for different BUs. And how they the perceived issues differ from person to

person and why. Inductive approach was chosen as for the open nature of the research

problem: data is analyzed to find the underlying patterns, not find to prove or dismiss

a prior theorem (Bogdan and Biklen, 1997; Saunders and Lewis, 2009). The theory is

built by discovering patterns and correlations from the data rather than trying to force

a piece of the puzzle to fit as described by Bogdan and Biklen (1997). As data-driven

business models are not new as a business model but the research on creation of them on

top of existing business models is scarce (Hartmann et al., 2016; Brownlow et al., 2015).

Therefore the appropriate approach to the study is combining the descriptive with the

exploratory approach to better understand the underlying phenomenon in new context

(Robson and McCartan, 2016). In addition to the qualitative research method, the

problem was quantified only to the extent of how many different interviewees mentioned a

certain topic during the data gathering. This was done to discover patterns, correlations,

similarities and to distinguish the significance of ideas through quantification (Saunders

and Lewis, 2009). Also to find and to assign an importance to corresponding finding,

which are presented in the Chapter 4.

As the study focuses on a single publicly traded Finnish construction company

and the represented industry in the study is conservative, the study’s goal is to develop

strategy for creating data-driven business models which would be non-cyclical and able to

survive economic downturns to create long-term competitive advantage. The study maps

out the revenue yielding BUs of the company to discover current state, enablers, barriers

and future opportunities for leveraging on data. In this the single case study method is

utilized to discover the strategy for leveraging on data-driven opportunities for industries

in which data is not typically used, in the so called ”legacy” industries. Industries which
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are not fully disrupted by digitalization (Abbosh et al., 2018). The study was conducted

with self-selection sampling, a type of non-probability sampling, a method in which the

technique is based on the consideration of the researcher (Ritchie et al., 2013; Saunders

and Lewis, 2009). These were utilized to identify themes, patterns and differences between

the interviewed BUs. As all the interviews were from single company, the coverage of the

study was aimed to be as high as possible to incorporate the different views that exist

(Saunders and Lewis, 2009). Sample size was decided on to 14 with the thesis advisor to

incorporate the sufficient amount of different views and positions in the company.

3.2.2 Interviews

As the study was conducted as a qualitative case study, the appropriate way to collect

data is conducting interviews (Eisenhardt, 1989; Ritchie et al., 2013). Interviews were

used in this thesis as the main source of evidence collection. As the strategy for creating

data-driven business models on top of existing ones is fairly undiscovered subject for

researchers, the interviews as a method to collect evidence is the most appropriate

method as the problem would be hard to quantify or qualify with survey type approach.

Interviewing the selected company thoroughly, the concept and the strategy will be able

to be elaborated on. As the interviews cover the company’s most important BUs, with

their respected data leveraging ranging all the way from non-existent to sophisticated

solutions for digital business optimization.

Interviews were conducted as semi-structured interviews (Saunders and Lewis, 2009),

covering the themes presented below but varying slightly based on the interviewee. The

background information about the interviewee and the corresponding BU were taken

into account when performing a single interview. For example, the knowledgeable

interviewees were asked to explain in great detail the technicalities of the current data

leveraging solutions to gain better understanding, and for interviewees from BUs where

data leveraging was not high were asked to emphasize on the barriers preventing the

better utilization.

Questions for interviews were formulated iteratively, by small improvements to reach

the level that would uncover sufficient data to perform analysis on. After initially

compiling the set of questions, thesis advisor and stakeholders around the thesis project
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reviewed them, and advised on potential improvement points to find out underlying

correlations behind the potential answers. The interview was divided into four parts,

based on the themes in questions, as was noted by (Saunders and Lewis, 2009). The

interview questions are presented in Appendix A. The interview was structured as follows:

1. Current State - How they currently utilize data?

2. Future State - What kind of data driven business models could there be?

3. Enablers - What would enable leveraging of data-driven opportunities?

4. Barriers - What needs to change or have to be overcome in order to take advantage

of data-driven opportunities?

Additionally the questions were also split to sub-questions about the industry,

company and BU to find out all of the important underlying themes and concerns about

the corresponding themes. One major change to interview questions was the ordering,

the Enablers-part was switched with Future State-part. This was done in-order to 1st

innovate what kind of data leveraging possibilities and applications the company and BU

could have in 5-year horizon, and then having already visioned the future it would be

easier to come up with a roadmap how to get there on a fixated future goal. The change

was made after the feedback for the interview questions was received by the thesis advisor

during a weekly meeting.

As the study was conducted in the conservative and traditional engineering field, the

topic needed to be introduced to the interviewees to get a consensus about the topic and

its key concepts. The handout material was sent beforehand via email to the interviewees,

to prepare them to the thesis theme. The handout material is presented in Appendix B.

Before the interviews, a small research on the corresponding interviewees past and the

BUs’ current status was done. The formal interviews were mainly organized face-to-face

in Finnish, while two of the interviews were arranged as a virtual meetings with one of

them organized in english. In addition to the formal interviews, the collected data and

ideas were exchanged on weekly basis during informal discussions and weekly meetings to

validate the research and to associate it to the data & analytics strategy, as the findings

of the thesis would be presented as a part of it. The findings were to be first presented to
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the executive team in May and later in August to the board of directors. This included

working on PowerPoint slides about the study to summarize findings and visualize them

for the two presentations.

3.3 Data collection

The data for this thesis was gathered by holding 14 interviews, covering all revenue

yielding business units of the company. Each of the interviews lasted from 45 minutes

to 65 minutes. The data was collected via notes made during the interview and audio

recordings. The support functions of the company were excluded from the interviews,

with the exception of including one interviewee from business development. Interviewees

were selected based on their expertise so that every revenue yielding business of the focal

company was represented. Interviewees were gathered based on their importance to the

company and their respective impact to their BU. The list of interviewees presented below

in the Table 4, and it was compiled with the thesis advisor and two additional advisors.

The underlying idea of selection, was to obtain input from every different BU of the

company, starting from the executive and working down to director and in some cases to

manager level. Thus obtaining views from different levels of same organization, from the

business perspective, production perspective and the customer perspective to integrate

all business areas into the results, and to diversify the ideas to build the theory and the

analysis on.

Title Number of interviewees

Executive 5

Director 7

Senior Manager 1

Manager 1

Total 14

Table 4. List of interviewees.

All interviewees were selected from inside the company, as they are the most

knowledgeable about the current status and the digital capabilities of the organization.
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Outside experts may have had knowledge about developing of data-driven business models

but would have lacked knowledge about capabilities and limitations of the focal company;

and the industry specific nuances of the research setting. Additionally, as the core business

of the focal company was about production; they might lack domain knowledge about

customers, production processes which play the biggest role in yielding revenue for each

distinctive business unit.

The interviewed Executives were serving in the company’s top management team,

being the leaders of their own business units. Directors were one to two steps below

executives, with titles such as Senior Vice President or Vice President. Directors were

acting as the leaders of their own business functions and are responsible of reporting

straight to the Executives. The level of expertise varied from Director to Director

but most of them have had experience with digital and some of them have been very

actively participating in data business. Senior Manager was one hierarchical step below

Vice President as Development Manager and the interviewed Manager was working on a

big project as a Project Engineer. As the interviewed managers were hierarchical steps

below the other interviewees, they were chosen over other options for their extraordinary

expertise and digital capabilities as both of them have been very active in business

development and mapping of digital opportunities for the organization.

In addition, the BUs presented by the interviewees were codified to as a letters: first

one being A and the last being presented as F. This was done as was requested by the

company to bring anonymity to the results for publishing. The business units A and B

are mainly operating in B2C segment, while BUs from C to E operate in B2B segment

and finally, the BU presented by F is a support function of the interviewed company. The

BUs D and E are different from others mainly by the process production, unlike others

operate in project business. The number of interviews per BU is presented below in Table

5.
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Business Unit Number of interviewees Area

A 3 B2C

B 4 B2C

C 2 B2B

D 2 B2B

E 2 B2B

F 1 Support

Total 14

Table 5. The distribution of interviewees in corresponding business units.

3.4 Data analysis

The analysis of data was done after each interview and started right after first one.

Data was collected as a audio recordings and notes made during the interviews. The

audio recordings were transcribed to discover additional patterns in addition to the notes

taken during the interviews. After which the key findings were summarized into a table,

example of which visualized below in Table 6. After summarizing, the answers were

grouped by occurring themes. The interviewees are grouped by their BU from A to F, a

single interviewee is presented by a number, ranging from 1 to 14. The x-axis titles are

the themes of which the interviews were structured up on, and a single row represents

how a single interviewee answered to current, future, enabler and barrier questions of the

interview. This was done to visualize and to aid in data analysis to formulate ideas, to

note the emerging patterns and themes.

Business Unit Interviewee No. Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4

A

1 Answer 1 Answer 1 Answer 1 Answer 1

2 Answer 2 Answer 2 Answer 2 Answer 2

3 Answer 3 Answer 3 Answer 3 Answer 3

... ... ... ... ... ...

F 14 Answer 14 Answer 14 Answer 14 Answer 14

Table 6. Data visualization example.
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This kind of visual example of data display is typical to be utilized in inductive

analysis (Saunders and Lewis, 2009). The quantitative data was analyzed this way to

note patterns, themes, and to cluster as is noted by Miles et al. (1994). Quantifying of the

qualitative data can bring additional value as a way to emphasize certain finding based

on their respected frequency (Saunders and Lewis, 2009). As this quantifying brings

additional value to analyzing the findings, the qualitative data was also quantified to find

the importances, patterns and similarities among different units of the focal company.

For example, the amount that a certain barrier was mentioned by different interviewees

was quantified to find out the severity of it and its effect across the entire company.

The enablers and barriers were reformulated into business ecosystem internal and

external factors based on the received feedback from the thesis supervisor. Business

ecosystem internal factors are one that the business can affect and for the externals

factors companies have little to no effect on. The change was made as factors have a

duality role as enabler and barrier, possessing one can enable the creation of new data-

driven business models and lacking in the same trait can act as a barrier preventing the

creation.
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Chapter 4

Results

This chapter presents the empirical results of the thesis. The results are divided into

four different sections, representing the different themes in the empirical data collection.

First the current state of data utilization is discussed for each business unit then their

corresponding data maturities are explored. Following that the internal factors affecting

the leveraging on data-driven opportunities in the interviewed company is discussed.

Which is followed by discussion about the external factors that affect the data-driven

opportunities and creation of new data-driven business models. Then the data leveraging

opportunities based on the previous internal and external factors are presented. And

lastly, the chapter summarizes the empirical findings.

4.1 Current state of data utilization within the focal

company

This section presents how data is currently utilized, in for example decision-making,

forecasting and modeling. This is done to obtain a big picture of the current status of

data leveraging, the results are explained from BU A to E. Additionally, the company’s

data asset is evaluated as how mature the data asset is to potentially directly or indirectly

to be monetized, and to be leveraged on.
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4.1.1 How data is utilized?

This subsection presents the empirical findings of how data is currently utilized in the

company. The results are presented from BU A to E, skipping the BU F as it is a support

function of the company. As their core business models differ as is presented in Chapter 3.

Unit A

In BU A, they collect customer satisfaction data in the format of NPS, additional

qualitative data is utilized to profile the customers. They do this to have better

understanding of their customers and their needs. The most impactful way they utilize

data is the modeling of the market status. They predict how the market will evolve as

a function of different variables and how to variables impact the market. In addition to

this they have implemented a model to predict how many sales leads are needed in order

to fulfill the monthly sales targets. For almost every project, the product is modeled as

BIM, a digital twin of the end product that holds the measurements and scale of the

product. The BU is also gathering work safety data from every project which has been

used for a pilot project to identify possible work safety violations, which is implemented

with an image recognition ML-model.

Unit B

The BU B utilizes data less than the BU A, but as they have acquired a digital

heavy company, they have moved into servitization business in addition to the typical

production. They have partnered with external service providers in order to do this, to

offer complementary services on top of for example leasing business. They model the

end products to some extent utilizing BIM and gather work safety data which both grow

the focal company’s data asset. Modeling is also utilized in terms of market modeling,

how the business environment will develop and which kind of end products the customers

would require. For this BU, the accuracy of the modeling is emphasized because of the

”micro-markets” as the customers tend to live within a certain radius to where they were
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born.

Unit C

For BU C, they gather also work safety data thus growing the data asset of the company.

The focus area being the data about the costs of the projects, as the end products are

unique for this BU, they can’t have same level of standardization and modularization

as some other BUs. The realized costs are compared against the estimated costs, which

are made during the tendering process. This is done to have better estimates for future

projects as the business is mainly contracting. However, they do gather NPS for their

projects, explaining how satisfied the customers are of the projects.

Unit D

BU D also gathers work safety data and utilizes digital twins of the projects, as BIM.

They also additionally utilize drones for gathering data about the progress of the projects,

helping having a realistic real-time view of the construction sites which is objective.

In addition to this, they differ from the first three with the utilization of IoT sensor

technology. They monitor the machinery utilized in production phase, the aim is to

find correlations between factors that could affect the maintenance of machinery. As

performing maintenance is cheaper and faster than waiting for the machinery to break

down. The analysis is mostly done using ad hoc solutions in Microsoft Excel which are

unfortunately not scalable.

The final data utilization types the BU performs are the market analysis and

gathering of customer satisfaction ratings. They analyze competitors and projects which

are coming to tendering phase. The aim is to decide on which of projects are aligned

with company strategy and would be profitable for the focal company to take. During

production phase the projects’ different aspects are evaluated with color coding, from red

to green, to better asses their current status.
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Unit E

Last of the BUs utilizes data for mainly digital business optimization: currently they

gather and use data in production facilities. They measure costs and factors related

to efficiency which automatically translates into reports. Additionally, the facilities are

automated, and thanks to IoT sensor technology data is gathered for also predictive

maintenance analysis. They analyze factors that based on data affect on the timing of

maintenance before breaking down. Additionally they utilize cameras to have a real-time

view of production together with measuring the supply chain factors to optimize the

performance. They also model the projects in BIM, which is utilized during production.

The most advanced application of data utilization of theirs is the ML-model they

developed to predict end product maintenance needs. The data is mainly bought from

external service providers and is combined with own data asset to predict the maintenance

need. As mentioned by one of the interviewees: ”Leading with data is emphasized as cycle

times are small and there is a great variance in production”. The pilot projects they have

done have had a massive impact on cycle times which has lead significant improvements

in productivity. As with other BUs of the company, they gather customer satisfaction

data in the form of NPS as others.

4.1.2 Summary of current state of data utilization

The current state of data utilization within the focal company is summarized below in

Table 7. The first column has the currently utilized data leveraging, the second has a brief

description of it. In the third column the applications are categorized to the categories

introduced in Chapter 2 : improve internal business processes and decisions with data,

enrich the current core business with data and sell completely new information offering.

The last column tells in which business units the specific application of data utilization

is in use at the time of interviews.
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DDBM category DDBM type Description BUs present

Improve business

NPS Model customer satisfaction All

BIM Model production All

Market modeling Model pricing and demand A, B, D

Machinery IoT Predicting maintenance needs D, E

Factory optimization Optimize production E

Enhance core business Drones Model progress D

New information offering Servitization Partnering to offer external services B

Table 7. Current state of data leveraging.

Within the company, the data is currently being utilized mainly in optimizing

current business processes and decisions, with some of the most advanced applications

being categorized as enriching current core business with data and as new information

offering. In the first category falls gathering NPS as a internal KPI, utilizing BIM in

production, modeling the market development, optimizing performance of production

facility, optimizing production facilities and installing sensors to machinery to gather

data and to perform predictive maintenance on. In the second category falls utilizing

drones to monitor progress and and using it as a tool to communicate progress to project

stakeholders. The last category includes one of the units of the focal company currently

utilizing data to seek what kind of services customers would want and offering them on

monthly basis to them, they have partnered with external service providers to make this

possible.

4.1.3 Data maturity

During the informal discussions and preparing for the two major milestones, the executive

presentation and the board presentation with the thesis stakeholders, the maturity of the

data asset of the company was evaluated to bring light to the significance and the current

state of it. These estimates of the data maturity were provided during a discussion with

the Head of Data & Analytics. The data asset was evaluated for all of the BUs of the

company, additionally the asessed asset was split into the following three categories:
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• Customer - Sales process

• Production - Production process

• Support: Finance and HR

These three categories were split onto multiple subcategories to get a more accurate

and realistic view of the data maturity. For an individual business unit the category

customer includes the whole sales process, production category includes the production

process and finally the support category includes finance and human resources processes.

The subcategories were evaluated on a scale from 0.0 to 1.0, with the step size of 0.25.

0 representing missing data, while 1.0 representing the relevant data being modeled and

available from the centralized data hub for fetching. The best score translates into that

value could be derived out of it in terms of insight and the that the data is of quality. The

individual scores were averaged out, first from the subcategories to categories and then

from categories to BU-level. Finally yielding the scores for different BUs’ data maturities

which are presented below in Table 8.

Business Unit Data Maturity

A 54%

B 17%

C 40%

D 35%

E 17%

Table 8. Data maturity.

But as was mentioned by the interviewee, these scores are means and the ”crown

jewels” of the data leveraging are outliers from the mean. As for example the data

maturity score given to BU E is 17% but they have implemented a sophisticated predictive

model utilizing both internal and external data to bring additional value to the core

business.
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4.2 Internal factors

This section goes through the results of the interviews of concerning both enablers and

barriers which are internal factors within a business network, which amplify and or slow

down the development of new data-driven business models. First, the role of company

culture and capabilities is discussed. Then the effects of data governance and security to

data leveraging is explored. After which the role and effect of partnerships is discussed.

Lastly, the role of productivity improvements is explored.

4.2.1 Company culture & capabilities

One of the recurring themes during the interviews was the company culture and

capabilities as they act as a major internal factor affecting the data leveraging. The

most recurring issues in regards to company culture was the conservatism of the old and

traditional company, as was mentioned: ”...the old company has its own ways and not agile

enough to enable digital business transformation...” This was tied also to the next barrier:

lack of entrepreneurial culture, the fact that as one director pointed out: ”Now there is

a trade-off between being innovative and EBIT as both cannot exist simultaneously as

innovativeness costs money and the company is very EBIT-driven, requiring profitability

from day 1 for new ventures.”. This could be solved easily if the attitudes and the ”...short

sighted EBIT-driven mentality...” would be changed from the top down.

As one of the directors pointed out above about the lack of entrepreneurial culture,

lack of resources was mentioned during the interviews as a major barrier, together

with the trend to rely on internal capabilities over external ones. Even in situations,

in which the external ones could be performing much better. One of the interviewed

directors also proposed creation of an internal venturing unit: ”The company is extremely

conservative company and the top management requires profitability from the start for a

new investments, while being heavily EBIT-driven company, venturing unit would turn

this around and therefore encourage innovation instead of killing it.” This change of

attitudes from the top-down would be needed to change the whole company as there has

been change resistance to new innovation in the past. Also several directors, executives

and managers pointed out the attractiveness of the company as employer could be slowing
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down the development of data-driven opportunities as the company is perceived by the

public as traditional construction company. Thus it would be difficult to attract the

right kind of talented individuals to the company as was mentioned during an informal

discussion. As the company’s IT department is far from the production and in some

cases may lack knowledge about it, not understanding the domain could lead into many

problems later on as was mentioned by one of the interviewees.

Another enabler mentioned was increasing the diversity of capabilities as was

mentioned by one of the interviewees. ”As we operate in the digital age, this new kind

of business requires new kind of talent. As the industry is typically run by construction

engineers we need to acquire more talent from the data sector”. This was mentioned to

emphasize that as time goes by and the wave of digitalization hits even harder to the

industry, the competitive advantage of the firm comes from differentiation factors which

are mostly digital as the margins in traditional projects are slimmer and slimmer.

Couple interviewees mentioned also the company’s failure to identify where the value

of data comes from. One argued that in case of smart home concepts ”The value of smart

homes comes from the automation, not from the fact that you can yourself tune every

parameter of the building service system.” Additionally, mentioning cases in which the

customer would be willing to pay for this kind of service, a platform that would make

possible to control smart home system would only gain traction if hopping on-board would

translate into reduced upkeep costs by optimization, not just the fact that the customer

could manually control parameters such as air humidity and air conditioning.

This was proposed together with changing the attitudes of the company from top to

down, to encourage new technological innovation. Have a person responsible for driving

the change to act as an enabler.

4.2.2 Data governance & security

Good data governance policy was frequently mentioned by the interviewees as a key

factor affecting data leveraging as it can act as an enabler and when executed poorly:

an barrier. Data openness was mentioned by different interviewees: ranging from

managers to the executives, they emphasized being open about the data and opening

APIs to allow external service providers to develop their own services on top of the focal
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company’s existing data asset and business. Thus wrapping them into the ecosystem,

which automatically benefits both parties by gaining edge over competitors with broader

portfolio offering and reputation as a forerunner. A good data governance policy results

in standardized data of good quality thus enabling analytics and insight to be drawn from

it. As was mentioned frequently by different interviewees, data fragmentation can act as a

barrier and is result of a poor data governance policy. In this context meaning that data is

not comparable to with other data, as there is no standard format formulated for the data

yet. Essentially, the data being of poor quality with missing attributes and timeliness.

Analysis basing on this kind of data would result in biased results when building predictive

analysis on top of, and would have to be formatted in a standardized format to allow data-

driven business models to be created or altogether to data bring any value to company.

Standardizing the data enables cross-project comparing, the profitability of them and

being a strategic tool to decide on which projects would be aligned with the strategy of

the company. Thus making the tendering process easier, making possible to automate

the work of tendering engineers. While growing the value of the data asset possessed by

the company.

For one of the interviewees, as digital business optimization was the speciality of the

interviewee, the opportunities in optimization were discussed as: ”...academic research

has shown that only 30% of work is productive and having a real-time view of the process

would help us to cut waste in the process...” As argued that standardizing processes and

making them into industry standard would benefit all of the players in the field, a way to

encourage data openness and practise sharing. This would lead to improved productivity

as the stakeholders have also opened their data which will unveil the cycle times for better

scheduling and thus leaner projects benefiting the entire industry.

In addition to data governance process and resulting data of quality, the interviewees

raised concerns for data security as it plays even a bigger role as data asset continues to

grow and the asset becomes eventually the competitive advantage with which the company

can differentiate from the competitors by providing accurate forecasting for demand, or

by enabling new revenue models. This plays even bigger role as was mentioned, the raised

concerns were with the GDPR enforced by the EU, violating the legislation will have a

massive financial impact.
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4.2.3 Partnerships

The most frequently mentioned internal factor, in this case an enabler, concerning

the data leveraging to create new data-driven business models was partnering with

other companies to create an ecosystem. The interviewees mentioned partnering with

external service providers to build applications with the company’s data asset, build new

non-cyclical revenue streams which would complement the company’s existing offering

portfolio. Co-developing platforms with external service providers were mentioned,

bundling the offerings of the two companies together into a digital offering to capture

as much of the customer value as possible. As was mentioned: ideas are easy to

replicate by the competitors but creating an ecosystem through partnering together would

provide competitive advantage which is highly non-replicable. Couple of the interviewed

executives and directors also mentioned innovation hub as a form of partnering, creating

an ecosystem in which innovation would be encouraged and accelerated. Providing insight

and funding to promising start ups, and going through with the most promising ideas

and integrating them as a part of the business.

Another type of partnering proposed by many of the interviewees was forming

partnerships to access external data assets possessed by third parties. Forming this

kind of partnership would act as an enabler, the external data would enable accurate

modeling of the core business: for example modeling servicing intervals and upkeep of

the end products. Additionally, one of the interviewees argued the value of obtaining

more external data from different sources would enable more accurate analytics to seek

correlations and causalities. Thus making possible the emerging of new business models

and digital business optimization by growing the data asset of the company. Which could

be monetized directly or indirectly, opening the options for creating joint ventures or

creating new scalable revenue streams or products.

The data sources that were mentioned were external parties, technology giants

such as Google (Alphabet) or Amazon, as they possess massive amount of user specific

data. This customer behavior and preference data could enabler accurate modeling and

clustering of possible customer types, eventually turning into better end products for

customers. Which would have a positive impact on sales and development of the end

products.
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4.2.4 Summary of internal factors affecting data leveraging

This section summarizes the business ecosystem internal factors for the focal company,

the ones in which the focal company can have an effect on. Those factors are summarized

below in Table 9.

Internal factor Description Frequency BUs present

Company culture Capabilities, CV-unit, attitudes High All

Data governance Security, quality, openness Medium A, C, D, F

Partnerships Co-developing, buying data, ecosystem High All

Table 9. Summary of internal factors affecting data leveraging.

Describing the factors; their frequency in the interviews and by which interviewees

business units they were mentioned in. Company culture was mentioned by many of the

interviewees; the lack of capabilities, lack of entrepreneurial culture within the focal

company and change resistance were mentioned. Additionally, data governance was

mentioned as an impactful category of internal factors. It consists of data security and

quality, both of which raised concerns within the interviewees. Last of that category, data

openness was seen as an enabler and both a barrier for leveraging data. The interviewees

mentioned the decision to open data as a possibility to achieve competitive advantage,

ultimately benefitting both the data asset opener and the external developer.

4.3 External factors

This section goes through the external factors affecting data leveraging and the creation

of new data-driven business models based on the interviews. First, the regulation and its

duality role in both amplifying and acting as a barrier to data leveraging is explored. Then

the industry specific resources advantage and disadvantage’s role is explored. Lastly, the

effect of technology development to data leveraging is discussed.
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4.3.1 Regulation

Regulation was seen as both an enabler and a barrier, having a duality role in both

amplifying and on the other hand possibly slowing down the development of new

data-driven value creation and data leveraging. During the interviews, environmental

regulation was seen as a possible barrier, as the construction industry is one of the more

pollutant industries but in other light it can also act as an enabler when the environmental

data is externally forced to being collected about ongoing projects. As for example the

customers of projects might require for firms to inform the emissions made during the

production phase and pre-production, there could be an opening to collect other data as

well to increase the data asset of the company. Which could be utilized later on to create

new digital data-driven opportunities.

The other side of the regulation is the barrier effect it can have, which raised

many concerns among the interviewees. As has been happening in the banking industry,

regulation by the EU has been forcing them to open up the interfaces to enable developers

to access API. The concern was where the line should be drawn, how open the company

should be with the data: wait until the data openness is mandatory by regulation or

alternatively be proactive and open up an API before regulation hits thus possibly gaining

competitive advantage over competitors. The interviewee also mentioned: ”Where the line

should be drawn, which (data) should be open to access and what falls into the category

of trade secret?”, determining the line between open and close data should be acted with

caution. Not to let competitive advantage of data asset fall outside of the company.

4.3.2 Industry specific resource advantages and disadvantages

The most frequent industry related external factor in this case a barrier was the disruption

to the industry caused by the global technology giants. The mentioned were Google

(Alphabet) and Amazon, as they can cause disruption by operating in a brand new

business model to capture all of the value, as has happened in hospitality industry by

AirBnB. One of the interviewees argued that ”...if they (technology giants) decide to move

further onto the construction space there is nothing companies operating by the traditional
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model like us can do...”. They argued also that as the players like the interviewed company

are so small and in large scale insignificant compared to the massive global players with

unlimited resources that they would in fact capture the value eventually as time goes by.

Multiple interviewees argued that the industry conservatism is a massive barrier

for creating new data-driven business models as it would be difficult to get the project

stakeholders on-board to utilize new kinds of tools and ways of working which could be

required by development of new data-driven business models. Also it was argued that

getting the project customer on-board to the new innovation would be hard as they have

to pay for it and thus acquire the financial risk if the pilot project fails or brings no value

to them. Observation was also made with the difficulty to attract right kind of talent, as

the industry was described as ”not attractive” for the technology native young talent as

the industry is seen as conservative.

One observation made by interviewee was the fact that trade union doesn’t allow

monitoring of individual worker’s performance thus slowing down development of the real-

time monitoring of construction process as the waste of the process can’t be identified.

But for some of the BUs this is not a problem since they can opt to monitor machinery:

its usage and efficiency.

4.3.3 Technology development

Speed of digitalization was also mentioned as a barrier, as a small company in global

landscape it is hard to keep up with the development as was mentioned. With the

ecosystem thinking, as was mentioned multiple times by different interviewees in the

Internal factors-section comes with a negative aspect, two of interviewees mentioned

that finding the core focus of the company in it could be slow process as the decisions

would impact the future of the business heavily. Data itself was perceived a threat in

scenarios in which the performing the analysis costs more than the value added or when

creating new data-driven business models doesn’t bring any additional value on-board or

doing analysis just to do analysis.

Also one of the two interviewees from unit D of the focal company, proposed the

utilization of BIM throughout the end product lifespan, instead of limiting the usage for

production phase. ”There could be additional value to offering BIM for customers as they
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don’t yet require it but could find it useful in some point of the product lifespan.” Both of

the interviewees from the unit E suggested an accurate real-time modeled view from the

production as key enabler. ”As we don’t actually know what happens in the sites, we can’t

forecast the situation in couple of months. If we could in real-time somehow monitor the

progress and resources, the modeling could be more accurate.” This would count as digital

business optimization in short-term as was mentioned, enabling minimizing the waste and

bottlenecks in the process easier. As the progress could be monitored easily with BIM

and viewed by the managers in real-time as the construction process would carry on.

The possibilities with accesible sensor technology as major enabler, pre-installing

them into the building materials before production of the end product would grow the

data asset and enable new business models to emerge. With the pre-installed sensors new

aspects of the end product could be monitored during the lifespan of the building.

4.3.4 Summary of external factors affecting data leveraging

This section summarizes the empirical findings of business ecosystem external factors that

affect creation of new data-driven business models for the focal company. The findings

are summarized below in Table 10.

External factor Description Frequency BUs present

Regulation Environmental, opening API Medium A, B, E

Industry resources Conservatism, tech giants, unions High A, B, C, F

Technology Speed of digital, BIM, sensors High C, D, E, F

Table 10. Summary of external factors affecting data leveraging.

Regulation was mentioned as both an enabler and a barrier for leveraging data,

environmental regulation was brought up as a potential point with which the focal

company can gain competitive advantage if government decides to enforce calculating

carbon emissions of end products. Additional point made was the opening of APIs

for external developers to access as has been done in the banking industry, it was

argued to have a positive productivity impact for the whole industry. The second
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category, industry resource advantages and disadvantages, contained concerns about the

industry conservatism which could result in failure to attract the right kind of talent.

Also impacting the practise sharing and getting stakeholders committed to use new

tools. Global technology giants were mentioned as a threat to focal company and

the construction industry, possibly disrupting the entire industry and revenue logic.

Lastly, technology development was mentioned as both an enabler and a barrier. Speed

of digitalization was mentioned as a small nordic company the difficulty to keep up

with technological development and innovation. Second factor in this category is the

utilizing BIM beyond current production phase, utilizing it during product lifespan to

grab additional value. Lastly, the cheapening sensors could be utilized by pre-installing

them into materials and machinery to gather additional data to be derived value out of.

4.4 Future data leveraging opportunities

This section goes through the future data leveraging opportunities highlighted during the

interviews. This section goes the opportunities through from BU to BU, mapped from

A to E. This is done as different BUs’ operating models, business models and customers

differ from each other.

Unit A

Starting the unfolding of future states section from the BU A, the most frequently

mentioned topic among the three interviewees was the possibility of servitization. One

of the three mentioned that to the role and significance of services provided to customers

will be highlighted as a method to stand out from the competitors as the end products are

extremely similar. The value could be captured by either developing own offering portfolio

or as was stressed: partnering with external service providers. This would make possible

the development of new revenue products and or scalable platforms. Linked together with

this is to hop on to new business of property management. The interviewee who mentioned

this highlighted the market fragmentation of this industry: ”...there could be potential to

capture value as the players are often independent and small...”. The value could become

from combining this with the smart building service as was mentioned by two different
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parties. Automated and optimized offerings for them were mentioned, offering predicative

maintenance and together with selected partners offering other services automatically

after the requirement has been identified with data.

One of the three argued also that the utilization of the digital twin of the

finished product could extended to be used throughout the product lifespan. Additional

information could be attached to bring more value to customers again through partnerships.

This option would also make possible the make most of the customers, as the company

would be also linked to the customer after finished product and sales process. Thus

amplifying the customer lifetime value and making the business into more resistant to

the highly cyclical nature of the core business.

Unit B

For BU B, both of the interviewees said that the servitization will play even bigger role in

the future through partnering with external service providers. Thus making the business

more reliable in heavily cyclical industry. Additionally it was mentioned that utilization

of BIM could be extended just using it as tool during production to the production

lifecycle. The interviewee argued that ”...as it (BIM) is used only during the construction

phase there could be a data monetization possibility as the customers don’t yet require it

but it could be offered for additional cost as a digital twin of the finished product...”. The

interviewee also combined this option with partnering to offer tailor made solutions to

customers directly through recommendations, such as furniture. Additionally, one future

possibility to bring additional value to the company would be the even more accurate

modeling of the customer behaviour which would lead into products that better match

the customer needs and preferences.

Unit C

The interviewees from BU C, proposed new data-driven business models for the segment

such as moving from renting real estate space to more dynamic option: dynamic leasing.

”The company headquarters such as we know them are coming to end due to digitalization
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and working from home culture, I believe in the future the trends is going to move more

towards to booking an office for a week in the last minute.” This would as the interviewee

followed, additionally optimize the utilization rate. Second interviewee from the BU also

touched on the subject by hinting towards that nowadays buying real estate is the biggest

investment one makes during the lifetime and what if there would become a change to

this logic.

Three of the interviewees additionally proposed building service optimization, to

produce optimized and automatically controlled system. One proposed that this would

be done in a joint venture manner, partnering with telecommunication companies as

they have indicated the interest to act as a middleman to deliver the data. This would

enable as the data asset grows, the possibility to perform predicative maintenance as a

completely new revenue product for the company.

Unit D

The two interviewees from BU D, both proposed the possibilities that the machinery

utilized in the daily work could be optimized even better for increased productivity and

energy efficiency, and even predictive maintenance as the data asset grows larger by the

day. The interviewees argued that: ”By building a platform for the machinery there could

be interest from other parties as well because the machinery are at the moment a closed

platform, the owner of data is the manufacturer and it is not available for any other

parties.” The first steps towards this direction have been taken as the aftermarket sensors

have been installed to collect data, to for example measure vibrations of the machinery

and seek its correlations to other measured parameters.

One of the two interviewees also pointed out the possibilities of preventive work

safety maintenance, the ability as the data asset continues to grow, to identify from

images what is wrong in the construction site in terms of work safety hazards. As the

interviewed company is roughly 25% of the Finnish market the data asset is already

massive and it grows by the day. The opportunity for new kind of business models shows

some promising results as there was a successful pilot project held last year.
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Unit E

Both of the interviewee from BU E also pointed out the possibilities of Machinery IoT.

Due to cheapening sensor technology the sensors have been installed into machinery

and into production facilities to collect data. The collected data is being used to seek

correlations with ML-models to optimize its performance and to in the future do predictive

maintenance on. One of the two interviewees was mainly focusing on digital business

optimization and increased productivity as there has not been significant disruptions or

digital business transformations in last 20 or so years as described but stating still hoping

on being wrong about it.

The other major data leveraging opportunity is a model that takes as parameter the

weather conditions to predict the maintenance needs of end products. As the technology

exists and is used to some extent, the accumulated amount of data would bring this

data-driven business model to a whole new level, as the possibility to turn it into scalable

platform for data monetization increases. Additionally, during informal discussion with

one of the interviewees highlighted the possibilities in smart building services: what would

it take for a customer to be willing to pay for such service? Pointing out the value would

come from end customers cost saving, ability to monitor and tune the parameters to one’s

needs.

Unit F

The interviewee from the last BU, F, pointed out also the possibilities in servitization. As

it was described the enabler for this opportunity would be partnering with external service

providers whose offering complements own offering portfolio to maximize the customer

lifetime value. Additionally, making the business more resistant to turbulent economy.

The other major finding was the possibilities in digital supply chain, through opening

the data to stakeholders with standardized processes the production could be optimized

to identify bottlenecks and waste in the process. As described: ”If we continue working

the way we do, as the profitability will go down, the increased productivity will play even

a bigger role in the downturn of economy as the core business is highly cyclical...”. The

digital supply chain and the standardized process could be developed as a standalone
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product to be sold to other actors in the same industry to seek revenue growth or to seek

competitive advantage by not choosing to open it up.

4.4.1 Summary of data leveraging opportunities found in the

interviews

This section summarized the empirical findings about data leveraging opportunities that

were discussed during the interviews. Highlighting with brief description, categorizing

them into of of the three distinctive ones discussed in Chapter 2. The data leveraging

opportunities found in the empirical interviews are summarized below in Table 11.

DDBM category DDBM type Description BUs present

Improve business

BIM Real-time view of production A, B

Machinery IoT Predictive maintenance D, E

Digital supply chain Analyzing bottlenecks F

Modeling customer Preferences, pricing B

Enhance core business

Building Services Predictive maintenance C, D, E

Dynamic leasing Short-term leasing C

Modeling weather Predictive road maintenance E

New information offering
Work safety Predictive analysis C

Servitization Providing complementary services A, B, F

Table 11. Future data leveraging opportunities for the focal company summarized .

The identified options for data-driven business models for the focal company are

categorized as is in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4. Improving current core business with data

category has utilizing BIM to have a real-time view of progress of production: the ability

to identify schedule mistakes early on. The workers could using phones mark an material

as installed, simultaneously synchronizing it to all model viewers. The second option

in this category is the already piloted machinery sensoring, installing sensors to seek

correlations between variables to perform predictive maintenance to machinery utilized

in production. Digital supply chain was also brought up as a way to identify and measure

processes to identify waste and bottlenecks. Lastly, customer behaviour and preferences

modeling was suggested to develop pricing and their needs.
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The second DDBM category includes smart building services: optimizing them and

providing it as a monthly option for end customers. It acts as a way of increasing customer

lifetime value outside the usual production phase. Additionally, it was suggested that

there could be a move to new markets: dynamic leasing. Offering short-term leasing of

business premises on a short notice. Lastly, there was a suggestion to model weather to

predict road maintenance needs, as they are heavily correlated.

The last distinctive category for data-driven business models that came up during the

empirical interviews is new information offering. This category includes building a work

safety platform with which images could be processed to identify potential work safety

violations: a way to increase safety in construction sites. The last DDBM type which

was mentioned by multiple of interviewees is the possibilities in servitization, offering

complementary services to end customers via partnering with external service providers

to develop a joint offering.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

This final chapter of the thesis comments on the empirical results, explains the meaning

and interpreters the results in a wider context. Finally relating the results to previous

research and noting the unanswered questions. First, the chapter answers the research

questions set in Chapter 1, which is followed by interpreting the results on wider context,

commenting on strategy for creating data-driven business models. Third, the practical

implications of the research, and comments about theoretical implications and future

research. Fourth, the limitations of the study are discussed. Lastly, the chapter and the

thesis is ended with the conclusion.

5.1 Answers to research questions

This thesis was aimed to find out how established construction company can leverage data

to create long-term competitive advantage. The problem was divided into two research

questions which are addressed next.

RQ1: What kind of factors do the companies face when creating data-driven

business models?

The first research question was set out to find the factors established companies face

when they are considering leveraging data to create new data-driven business models.

Established companies face many business ecosystem internal and external factors, all of
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which have a duality role as an inhibitors and as a barriers slowing down the development

into data-driven business. RQ1 was initially addressed in Chapter 2 to find out the factors

mentioned in the academic literature and finally in Chapter 4 to find out the industry

and company specific factors. Internal factors found were concerned with company

culture: leading the data strategy, leadership capabilities and company conservatism;

data governance & security: data openness policy and data quality; partnerships with

external actors to enable innovation and leverageable resources which benefit business

ecosystem actors.

Additionally, there are external factors to business ecosystem that have a massive

impact on the possibilities of organization operating in a specific industry. There are

industry typical resource advantages and disadvantages: some industries are more mature

in terms of data collecting, handling and leveraging than others. This competence

advantage plays a massive role in the RQ2 as in limiting or alternatively opening up

the possibilities. Regulation is typically also industry specific, but some of them have

an over arching effect affecting all companies operating in certain regions, for example

European Union. GDPR has put massive pressure on companies to further develop their

data governance processes to ensure data security.

Most of the identified factors were not dependent on the business unit and area of

business of the focal company. This implicates that the factors are mostly company wide,

while minority of them are business unit dependent thus industry typical. This implicates

that the development of new data-driven business units should be developed centrally in

an established company, to seek synergies and to avoid siloing. Setting up a venturing unit

for the company would be encouraged as that way there would be a separate budget for

innovation, thus making business units not to choose between innovation and profitability.

RQ2: What kind of data leveraging opportunities the found enablers and

barriers entail to achieve long-term competitive advantage?

The RQ2 was also addressed first in Chapter 2 in terms of assessing current academic

literature in data leveraging and data-driven business models. There are three distinctive

ways companies leverage data to create long-term competitive advantage and derive new

value: optimize current processes and decisions of the business, enrich the current core
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business with data and sell completely new information offering. The possibilities of data

leveraging opportunities for companies are heavily dependent on company and industry

specific factors addressed in RQ1. The data-leveraging possibilities are either enabled or

disabled by barriers described the factors in RQ1. Start-ups have disrupted industries and

made data-driven business models famous, and shaken the dominance of the established

companies.

The most prominent data leveraging opportunities the found factors to achieve long-

term competitive advantage found in the literature review and the empirical interviews

can be divided into the three distinctive categories identified in Chapter 2 : improving

internal business processes and decisions with data, enhancing the current core business

with data and selling completely new information offering. As construction industry is by

nature highly cyclical: being dependent on the economic situation, to achieve long-term

competitive advantage the new data-driven business models have to be non-cyclical and

to bring in additional strategic value to existing offering portfolio. The following data

leveraging opportunities are the most prominent ones:

• Improve internal business processes and decisions with data

– Utilizing BIM: tying additional information to BIM. With BIM having

enhanced view of the current state of production. Having access to real-time

information about the progress. Modeling the progress of the production to

easy to present model that could be compared against the schedule to indentify

problems early on.

– Machinery IoT to perform predictive maintenance on machinery before it

breaks down. Placing sensors to gather sensory data to perform analysis on

and to seek correlations.

• Enhancing the current core business with data

– Smart building services offering on-top of existing offering in order to

capture as much of the customer value as possible. Offer optimization and

predictive maintenance on a monthly or yearly subscription service to enable

keeping up the end products, a form of extending the current offering to the
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end product lifespan. Servicing the building services also increases the product

lifespan bringing in also ecological value.

– Dynamic leasing to optimize utilization rate of end products. Offer short-

term leasing of office spaces on a short notice via platform. Answer to the

remote working trend.

• Selling completely new information offering

– Work safety data offering to monetize the massive work safety data asset.

As the data is being monitored and collected by construction companies

as is defined by the Finnish work safety law (Marjamäki, 2000). Building

image recognizing platform that automatically identifies potentiel work safety

violations. The platform could be sold to other main contractors for

subscription based a monthly fee.

Into the category of improving internal business processes and decisions with data

falls the possibilities enabled by BIM and smart machinery. The first one, has to do

with utilizing BIM to monitor real-time progress of the production. The current state

can then be compared to the schedule of the project to identify problems before they

impact the schedule of the project. The benefit would come from cost savings as a

project running late costs massive amount of money, and fixing problems as fast as

possible results in limiting the cost accumulation. The latter one: smart machinery,

would enable gathering data about the machine’s condition. Gathering vibration,

temperature, humidity and utilization data to seek the correlations when the machine

needs maintenance as maintaining it is significantly cheaper that having the machinery

to break down before servicing it. The benefit for the company operating in the

construction industry would be the ability to perform predictive maintenance to the

expensive machinery to seek cost saving and productivity improvements.

The second category, enhancing the current core business with data, would offer

the following data leveraging opportunities: smart building services offering and dynamic

leasing. Smart building services offering has also to do with installing smart sensors to

machinery or optionally integrating existing systems into one platform which allows the

controlling of building services: air conditioning, temperature, moisture and electricity.
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The platform would include the possibility to manually control the building services

and to enable automatic optimization to bring cost saving the building’s tenant. The

benefit for the company would be to bring as much value from a single customer as

possible, to increase customer lifetime value by penetrating into the after-production

phase of the end product. As typically the construction company is not in contact with

the tenant after the production. The platform would be offered on a subscription based

service. Additionally, the gathered data would enable predictive maintenance for the

building services machines. Keeping up the machines and building services decreases the

renovation costs of the product as they tend to be long and costly. The servicing could

be done predictively based on the gathered data asset. The dynamic leasing would be a

platform with which customers can lease office space with an extremely short notice on the

go. The pricing would be demand based, thus optimizing the utilization rates of the end

products. Bringing in additional revenue from the built end products. Additionally, the

platform would answer to the trend of remote working: as increasing amount of employees

are working remotely this would enable companies to still have physical meetings in

private when necessary.

The final category: selling completely new information offering would entail

monetizing work safety data. As the collecting of it is enforced and demanded by Finnish

work safety law (Marjamäki, 2000), the data asset has accumulated over time. This has

been amplified by the utilization of digital platforms to help the collecting and reporting

of the work safety of individual construction sites. The data asset could be monetized,

be built on the analyzed data to identify potential work satefy violations. The benefit for

the platform owner would be owning the platform which yields revenue and at the same

time improves work safety environment for the owner and competitors alike.

As was highlighted in both Chapter 2 literature review and Chapter 4 results,

the construction sector is at resource disadvantage compared to other industries that

are further in the digitalization or are more native to the digital. But possibilities for

data leveraging exist in all three distinctive categories: some offer long-term competitive

advantage with different kinds of investments and required steps from the company, while

others offer short-term competitive advantage in terms of direct data asset monetization.

Next, the answer to the research problem is explored.
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Research problem: What are the building blocks of successful data strategy

in construction industry?

Based on the literature review and the empirical interviews, I suggest six strategic building

blocks for successful data strategy in construction industry. These building blocks help

mitigate barriers and have an amplifying effect on enabling data-driven business model

creation for established companies. The building blocks are presented below in Figure 2.

Next the individual building blocks are explored.

Figure 2. The building blocks of successful data strategy.

1. Ownership - drive the change and central development (CDO)

In any change project, the project needs an authority figure to drive the change and to

establish premises for creating new data-driven business. The importance is especially

highlighted in construction industry as it lags behind others in data leveraging and

digitalization. I would recommend a new role of Chief Data/Information Officer or

CDO/CIO to be hired to drive the change within company, to engage the whole company

in the creation of new data based opportunities and to set up a new unit in which the new

opportunities would be developed. The newly set up unit has to be central to the company

and not business unit specific as many of the enablers and barriers have recurring themes
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within companies as in the focal company Chapter 4 and the Chapter 2 highlighted. This

would enable the company to seek synergies developing the idea centrally; as the different

business units of the company can benefit from the data leveraging opportunities with

minor tweaks while the big picture and revenue logic remains unchanged. The EBIT-

driven short sighted mentality should be changed from top down, to convince that the

made trade-off is heavily hurting the devleopment of long-term competitive advantage.

2. Partnerhips - form an ecosystem with external actors to develop joint

offering

As a single actor a company is a small entity in the global competitive landscape with

distinctive capabilities and accumulated data asset from their respective operations. As

was discussed in both Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, joining forces with other companies can

help the partnered companies to create long-term competitive advantage by bringing in

additional capabilities and lowering the cost of entry by dividing the risks. Partnerships

can be formed with external entities that operate in the same industry to develop joint

offering or with companies operating in complementing industries; in a way that the

capabilities and data assets compliment each other. One option is for an established

company to partner with technology company to form an ecosystem in which the goal

is to develop a digital service on top of established companies existing data asset or to

optionally obtain the needed data from external providers to develop new data-driven

business model. Leveraging the data asset to compliment the current offering portfolio

and business. In the ecosystem partners are encouraged to be open about data and

practices, share and exchange them to avoid siloing benefitting all of the actors in the

ecosystem. As ideas are easy to replicate, an ecosystem formed with partners provides

hard to replicate long-term competitive advantage. Lastly, partnerships can be formed

to create a shared corporate venturing unit which benefits all of the participating actors.

3. Corporate venturing - invest in up and coming ideas and business models

Lay foundations as the authority figure to push for corporate venturing unit. Depending

on the position in the industry and the size of the company, the venturing unit can be set
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up together with formed partners or having own unit within the company to serve only

the needs of it. The goal is to invest in new and possibly industry disrupting ideas, and

business models which compliment the data asset, capabilities and current portfolio of the

company to gain long-term competitive advantage over competitors. As was addressed

in RQ 1, the corporate venturing has had prominent results in different industries which

could be realized to construction industry as well. Establishing venturing unit for the

company would separate innovation from EBIT into a separate budget, encouraging

innovation instead of killing it as was emphasized in empirical interviews.

4. Set goals and evaluate - short-term vs. long-term

Construction companies should evaluate ambition level and based on the ambition level

set a realistic plan to follow. The hired CDO/CIO should lead the setting and planning,

involving different BUs of the company to innovate different options to leverage data.

Based on the organizational capabilities, required investment, ambition level, competitive

advantage replicability and the type of competitive advantage, the company should

evaluate the risen options to choose the most promising strategy to aim for.

5. Capability development - strategic recruiting

As it came apparent during the interviews, many of the interviewees emphasized the lack

of employees with digital capabilities; the difficulty for the industry and the company

to attract the much needed talent. One of the interviewees emphasized the difficulty

to close possible interviewees as they find other industries more compelling. Closing

and attracting the right kind of talent would enable the data strategy to be more likely

executed according to the set ambition level. Recruiting the right talent can be the

difference between inventing and later implementing new data-driven business model

yielding long-term competitive advantage and failing to execute the transformation to

digitized business.
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6. Make data central to the operations

As the first building block states; the successful data strategies have involved the entire

organization in transforming organization into one leveraging DDBMs to create value, the

data has to be made central to the daily operations. The data asset doesn’t accumulate if

it is not being gathered and analyzed systematically, to derive value out of it. Company

could derive a KPI or key performance indicator based on data utilization, accumulation

and leveraging to keep track of current progress of data strategy. For example as is

presented in Chapter 4.1.2 : How covered the current operations are in master data? Is

the data of good quality? Are all of the business units in different ares covered and

presented in master data?

5.2 Recommendations to the focal company

This section provides strategic recommendations for the focal company to leverage data to

create data-driven business models based on the literature review, the empirical interviews

and the analysis. The section starts with going over the building blocks of successful data

strategy and their implications for the company. After that, the three distinctive identified

paths for the focal company are explored and compared. Finally, the chapter provides

tailored recommendation for the focal company.

1. Ownership - Company already possesses digital native leader in data & analytics,

one who can drive the transformation and change of attitudes from top down, from

short sighted EBIT-driven to one that has long-term competitive advantage in mind.

2. Partnerships - Focal company currently should seek to form partnerships to build

long-term competitive advantage with.

3. Corporate venturing - As was discussed in Chapter 4, the focal company has not

separated a budget for innovation from the individual business units’ budgets.

4. Set goals and evaluate - The company has set its current ambition level

in leveraging data to improve operational efficiency and enhancing current core

business with data.
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5. Capability development - Company should look to close the gap in capabilities

by recruiting digital talent.

6. Make data central to the operations - The focal company has implemented

a way of making data central to the operations. The data quality is tracked with

data coverage.

Data is currently being leveraged to create value as was discussed in Chapter 4. But

the focal company’s different business units have different ambition levels, data leveraging

possibilities caused by operating in different business areas and major differences in data

maturities between them. As can be seen from the results, there are the best of the best

cases in current data leveraging within the company but some are dragging behind in the

development due to uneven distribution of resources and capabilities.

The focal company can choose to focus on one of the following tracks or to divide

the resources and investment between a combination of those to create new long-term

competitive advantage stemming from new data-driven business models. The three

different tracks follow the same division as in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 : optimize current

business with data, enrich it with data and have a completely new information offering.

The distinctive paths are evaluated below in Table 12. The evaluation is done to provide

a recommended path or paths for focal company to follow. The variables which the

evaluation is based on are: to which of the focal company’s units the path is applicable,

the type of competitive advantage, replicability, scalability, the required investment, the

fit for strategy and finally the benefit for both focal company and end customer.
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Improve business Enrich current business New information offering

Type of DDBM
BIM Building Services Work safety data

Machinery IoT Dynamic leasing

How? Develop in-house Form partnerships Form platform

Comp. adv. Medium-term Long-term Short-term

Replicability Low Medium Medium

Scalability Low High Medium

Investment Medium High High

Fit for strategy High High Low

Benefit for:

Focal company Operational efficiency Non-cyclical revenue Increased revenue

End customer Lowered costs Bundled offering Preventive work safety

Table 12. The different types of data-driven business options of the focal company

evaluated.

Improve business processes and decisions with data

Company already has initiatives on improving its core business and operations, but

the focal company could leverage data to optimize it further with data. The path

has two prominent data leveraging options: BIM and Machinery IoT as was covered

earlier on in Chapter 5.1. Both of them offer productivity improvements to current

core business, offering medium-term competitive advantage as the option impacts the

operational efficiency. BIM option is applicable to all business units of the company

while machinery IoT is applicable to business unit D and business unit E. The path is

best to be developed in-house as the benefit is limited only within the company and

could be integrated into business development initiatives. Both of the options have low

replicability, affecting positively the current EBIT of the core business. The path is limited

in scalablility, the cost savings are extremely limited as scalability of the path requires

major growth or expansion of the focal company to capture more market share. The

investment is ranked as medium as company might lack current organizational capabilities

and might require setting up new team to lead the development, external advisors to be

utilized to fill the capability void or making strategic recruiting to hire digital talents.

The path is in-line with company’s current ambition level of leveraging data. Ultimately
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making this a promising path for the focal company.

Enrich current core business with data

The second path, enriching current business with data, offers to promising options which

company can leverage to create new value. The options are offering smart building

services and dynamic leasing as was covered in Chapter 5.1. Smart building services

offering is applicable for three different areas of the company: business units A, B and

C. Covering options most of the core operations of the company. The other option:

dynamic leasing only covers one of the business units: C. As the company lacks internal

capabilities, the proposed way to develop to this direction would be to form partnerships

with external actors: to form an ecosystem in which the path would be developed and

commercialized. The proposed path provides long-term competitive advantage as the

value from the customer life time value increases, not only capturing value during the

production phase but also during the product life cycle. As the current ownership portfolio

grows, grows the capturable customer value. The benefit for the focal company is new non-

cyclical revenue that plays important role in extremely cyclical industry, brand recognition

and economical value, captured by optimizing the building services and increasing the

utilization rate of end products by offering short-term leasing on a short notice. The

options within this path are within the ambition level of the focal company, and taking

into account the factors above would be the most promising path for the focal company.

New information offering

The last path, new information offering entails only one option for the focal company at

the time: aim to directly monetizing work safety data. Building platform which can be

bought by other main contractors on a monthly fee. As every company is interested in

work safety data, it being obligatory to be collected and in most companies an interesting

KPI they follow as it tends to correlate with other factors of the project. As the work

safety data is gathered accordingly to the Finnish law, as was explored in Chapter 2.4.

This path covers all business units of the company, as it is accumulated by all of them
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currently. However, the path offers limited competitive advantage; offering only monetary

compensation with limited scalability within the Finnish markets. This option is also

highly susceptible to being replicated by competitors as they are also forced to gather

same data, but the focal company is the market leader in Finland having roughly 25%

of the total market. Being the largest player automatically means possessing the largest

monetizable data asset. The end customer, subscribers to the platform, can receive

automatic reports about work safety and to in advance identify potential hazard which

can even save lives. The option entails a medium investment but the path doesn’t resonate

with the current ambition level of data strategy of the focal company.

Recommended roadmap for focal company:

Based on the current situation and the picture painted by applying the building blocks

of successful data strategy to the focal company, the focal company is provided a

recommended roadmap with which it should approach creation of data-driven business

models for long-term competitive advantage. The focal company is advised to purposefully

limit the volume of third path initiatives to ensure resourcing to second path transformation.

Communicate the second path as top priority within the company and the executive team,

the first path as secondary priority and the third path as limited tertiary priority with

resource allocations to match these priorities.

1. Find the best possible team for partnering within and from outside of the

company that has domain knowledge about technology and the industry.

2. Establish a corporate venturing unit as a way to dissolve the EBIT-driven

mentality and separate operating budget from innovation. Seek promising new

innovations to invest into, ones that support the portfolio and the possessed data

asset. Digitizing old doesn’t bring value rather aim at deriving new value from

leveraging data to explore possibilities in servitization.

3. Create an ecosystem by forming partnerships as the competitive advantage is

hard to replicate this way. Within the ecosystem share practices and encourage

data openness as it benefits the participating actors mutually.
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4. Aim for the second path: enriching current core business with data path offers

the most scalability with relatively high investments, creating new revenue streams

which are less cyclical and still supporting the core business by deriving value from

customer after the production phase and meeting the current ambition level of the

company. The most promising current options lay within smart building services

and dynamic leasing; performing predicative maintenance and optimization the

building services and the latter one aims to maximize the utilization rate of end

products while providing an answer to the remote working trend.

5. First path offers medium investment and a good strategic fit for the current

ambition level of the focal company. The focal company could additionally

simultaneously while aiming for the second path, try to advance in machinery IoT

path and continue experimenting with new ways to create value with BIM. But still

putting most of the effort into the second path: enriching current business with

data as it offer much higher scalability than focusing improving current business

processes.

5.3 Implications for managers

This section explores how managers and other practitioners can benefit from the findings

and implications of the thesis. This thesis was conducted to provide concrete knowledge

to the focal company on how to advance into data-driven business models: what kind

of factors affect the creation of them and what kind of data leveraging opportunities

those factors entail? The second objective was to help managers and other practitioners

who have found themselves in a similar situation as the focal company, having realized

the value of data with the ambition to move into data-driven business models to create

long-term competitive advantage. Although this thesis focuses on data levaraging to

create DDBMs for established construction company, the key findings can be applicable

to established companies operating in other industries as well. The implications made

in answering the research problem in Chapter 5.1 : the six strategic building blocks can

be utilized by managers and other practitioners in established companies which are not

leveraging data to its full potential and thrive to do so; to create long-term competitive
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advantage. There is no universal route to create data-driven business models for long-

term competitive advantage as companies and their respective industries differ in terms of

their business, maturities of their data assets, capabilities and industry maturities. Thus

only general rules or guidelines can be drawn from the results of this research.

Managers should start the option evaluation with evaluating the current data asset:

its coverage and its maturity, looking into how it is currently leveraged and what data is

internal and what is bought from partners as external data. As was mentioned both in

Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 the change towards DDBMs should be driven by a change agent

or CDO, who motivates and involves the whole organization in the innovation process.

One who has experience in both business aspect and technology aspect, the capabilities

to indentify potentially monetizable ideas.

As we can see from the Chapter 4 results, the barriers and enabler have mainly

recurring themes within the big company although the different business units operate

in completely different businesses with distinctive characteristics. The barriers should

be recognized and the enablers explored within the company. As the barriers and

enablers have recurring themes, this entails the centralized development of capabilities and

new data leveraging opportunities to overcome the obstacles that the radical shift from

traditional business to data-driven requires. As the recommended enablers in literature

and empirical results both recommend partnering with external actors to fill the possible

void in capabilities, competences and missing data. This could be coupled together by

setting up a corporate venturing unit to facilitate growth and to have separate budget

for innovation. Additionally, the company looking to develop new data-driven business

models should together with the formed partnerships look to form an ecosystem, in which

the competitive advantage is in a highly non-replicable form. In this ecosystem, the

actors should look to fund and invest in new ideas and promising startups which would

compliment their business offering by digital means.

The new risen DDBM opportunities should be evaluated, as is presented in Chapter

5.2, based on the investment, competitive advantage replicability and nature, the

scalability of the new DDBM and the fit for the current strategy of the company.

Additionally, the capabilities of the company, the maturity of the industry in terms of

digitalization and the ambition level of data-driven value creation should be taken into
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account when prioritizing the possibilities.

5.4 Theoretical implications and future research

The first theoretical goal of the thesis was to provide extensive literature review about

the relevant thesis topic. The literature review compressed current academic literature on

data, big data and master data, highlighting the relationships and distinctions between

them. Additionally, the literature review covered the three distinctive categories of data-

driven business models: improving core business with data, enhancing core business

with data and new information offerings. These distinctive categories were covered with

industry examples from up and coming start-ups to established companies leveraging

data to achieve long-term competitive advantage over industry competitors. Lastly, the

literature review of the thesis summed up the current academic literature about business

ecosystem internal and external factors affecting the data leveraging; factors that can

either act as an inhibitor or a barrier.

The second theoretical goal of the thesis was to address the identified gaps in the

academic literature. This study offers the academic community an approach to categorize

the factors to business ecosystem internal and external factors. Academics can utilize the

same process as this thesis does to analyze the current status of established companies

with multiple different BUs by categorizing the current data leveraging, assessing the

individual data maturities, business ecosystem internal and external factors. Current

academic knowledge has focused in business ecosystem internal factors and their impact

to the business’ data leveraging. The discovery of business ecosystem external factors

highlights the differences between industries and the impact that the industry has to the

data leveraging opportunities the organization can pursue, either limiting or enabling

them.

As became apparent during the research process, the construction sector is yet to

be massively affected by digitalization, and the future data leveraging possibilities are

mainly limited by business ecosystem external factors partly by internal factors. The

recognized future possibilities entail expanding into new markets, slowly moving away

from the current core business of construction to the benefiting from owning the end
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product and enriching it with data. As the benefit from optimizing the current core

business has diminishing marginal utility, lacking scalability in comparison with platform

based business.

The thesis was set out to find the building blocks of successful data strategy in

construction industry, ultimately forming a framework of six strategic building blocks.

Data strategy is relatively new area of research compared with platform strategy, as it

is a matured form of data strategy as the company in question has already laid the

foundation for it in their data strategy: setting the ambition level and typically forming

partnerships. In essence data strategy is the foundation of data leveraging and data-

driven business models.

In future the study could be expanded from studying the focal company, operating

in Finnish construction sector, to other industries and companies. Amplifying the

generazibility of the results and the theory building nature. Expanding the research to

multiple case study research bringing in additional data points, enabling emerging of the

patterns in the data (Eisenhardt, 1989). With the way of analyzing companies mentioned

above, multiple different companies and industries could be analyzed systematically to

form a generalizable theory. The research could be expanded by studying where the

limitations set by business ecosystem external factors are stemming from for different

sectors. Are they caused by politics, regulation, unions or something else? Additionally,

it would be interesting to study how companies operating in different industries could

tackle the barriers set by business ecosystem external factors. This could be interesting

also to managers and practitioners as the results could be generalized to their area of

businesses as well and thus providing them a roadmap to tackle the barriers set by business

ecosystem external factors. Finally, the study could be expanded to studying how the

resources between the three identified paths should be divided for different industries and

companies for optimal results.

5.5 Limitations

The exploratory approach chosen for the study aimed to gain a better understanding

of strategy for creating data-driven business models. This study as any other has some
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limitations due to the settings the study was conducted in and the chosen approach of a

qualitative study with interviews only from a single industry and a company. Therefore

the limitations of the study are addressed to understand the validity of the qualitative

research (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). This is done by assessing its credibility, transferability,

dependability and confirmability (Guba and Lincoln, 1989).

Credibility

As defined by Guba and Lincoln (1989) the credibility of the study assesses how believable

the results and findings are. The data was collected through semi-structured interviews

and open-ended questions so that the results would reflect the opinions of the interviewees

as truthfully as possible. Each revenue yielding unit of the focal company was represented

by at least two interviewees, and 14 in total from the focal company to mitigate biases

and errors. Yet there exist bias when the interviewees mentioned about the current

data leveraging options, there could’ve been exaggeration. The bias and exaggeration

in mentioning ”the crown jewels” of data leveraging were overridden by the fact that

multiple interviewees within the same unit and inter-unit also mentioned the same current

data leveraging. Additionally, the same factors affecting data leveraging were mentioned

within units and also some the factors were brought up in every unit of the focal company.

Transferability

Transferability refers to the generalizability of the results of the study to other settings and

subjects (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). As for example generalizing the results of the study to

other industries than the one the study was conducted in. According to Miles et al. (1994)

qualitative studies have weak transferability in general. As the study was conducted in

Finnish construction company operating mainly in the Nordics and Eastern Europe is

exposed to regulation of the European Union and the laws of the individual countries. The

different countries have some common characteristics as business environments, but the

results are not generalizable to all other industries and companies, as they might possess

different kind of capabilities, industry maturities and company cultures. Aim of this thesis
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was not to produce a theory that is generalizable to all companies in different industries,

more to explore how the creation of new data-driven business could be facilitated and

should be lead for one type of industry, construction sector.

Transferability of the results is stronger in this case since the interviewees were

all from the same company operating in the construction industry when compared to

qualitative case study: where the interviewees could have represented different companies

operating in completely different industries in different regional and cultural backgrounds.

And only having a single interviewee per industry could’ve had made the perspective over

emphasized since the study focused on a single industry. But as the study was conducted

in a single company only one sector represented, this weakens the exploratory nature

of the results. Relatively high sample within the focal company ensured that the data

points which were mentioned multiple times were emphasized correctly in the results and

discussion.

Dependability

While the dependability of the study refers to consistency of the research (Guba and

Lincoln, 1989). Does the raw collected data and its analysis yield findings that would

be repeatable? Would other researchers end up with similar findings and interpretations

based on the raw data? The raw data from the interviews was collected in written

notes and audio recordings to increase the consistency of the research, to obtain results

that would be reflect the raw data. To increase the dependability of the study, there

was a systematical process to analyze the data, filling the answer of the interviewees to

corresponding cell a matrix in presented in Table 6. As the different interviewees from the

focal company had different kinds of expertise in data and data leveraging, the interview

questions were observed based on individual knowledge which might’ve had an effect on

the prioritization of the results as some of the interviewees were more knowledgeble on the

subject than others. Due to the relatively high sample size of 14 from a single company, an

opinion of a single interviewees was not over emphasized or over-represented in the results.

Confirmability
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Finally, the confirmability of the study refers to its lack of biases, prejudices and neutrality

(Guba and Lincoln, 1989). The pre-reading material, that can be found in Appendix B,

was sent to the interviewees of the focal company before the scheduled interview. In

cases in which they had no time to familiarize oneself with the material was presented

as an introduction. This was done in order to reach consensus about the topic and to

ensure a fruitful discussion, this might have had an effect on guiding the discussion around

the data-driven business models and the industry examples in the pre-reading material.

The organized interviews within the focal company were semi-structured: and therefore

the focus of the discussion was shifted towards certain topics in which they were more

knowledgeable and more input to give. As in any qualitative research, there always exists

errors and biases stemming from the interviewees and the author (Saunders and Lewis,

2009). The research methodology is presented in Chapter 3 to provide transparency about

the ways of how the raw data was collected and analyzed to establish the confirmability.

The amount of academic literature available from construction industry for data

leveraging is extremely limited as the industry has been lagging behind others. The

industry has woken up to realize the value of data and the usefulness of BIM. As prior

construction industry use cases for data leveraging are almost obsolete, therefore limiting

the research of this study.

5.6 Conclusion

This thesis approaches data-driven business model creation for established companies

operating in construction sector, as a way of obtaining long-term competitive advantage.

This thesis aimed to demystify data-driven business models for the construction industry

and the focal company, while exploring the factors that affect their creation.

The literature review of the study focused on data, data-driven business models,

business ecosystem internal and external factors. The empirical part of the study followed

the structure of the literature review and additionally exploring the current data maturity

and current state of data utilization within the focal company. Resulting in categorized

paths for the possible data-driven business models for long-term competitive advantage

that the focal company could pursue in the future.
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The found data-driven business models and the underlying business ecosystem

factors are based on the interviews, seeking interdependencies amongst them to identify

to optional one for the focal company. The identified paths were evaluated and provide an

understanding of how the focal company could venture into data-driven business models

and further expand into data leveraging to create long-term competitive advantage.

Established companies should form partnerships and ecosystem to create hard to

replicate competitive advantage, aim for one of the three paths or a combination of

those depending on the strategic fit and ambition level. Additionally establishing a

venturing unit to venture into DDBMs is recommended, separating innovation from

profitability of individual units. The thesis was conducted within a single organization

operating in construction sector, the findings also provide practical insight for managers

and practitioners outside the focal company and construction sector. The building blocks

of successful data strategy can be utilized by established companies who have the ambition

to make the transition into data-driven business models to create long-term competitive

advantage. The thesis sets the a solid foundation for academics to systematically research

established companies by analyzing business ecosystem factors to form an understanding

of interdependencies among them and data leveraging possibilities. Data strategy lays

the foundation for leveraging data for established organizations.
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Appendix A

Interview structure

Intro 5 min

• Introduction

– Introduction of the interview topic

– Can I record the interview?

Current state 5 min

• Describe with couple of sentences:

– How do you utilize data in your BU?

– What is the current level of digitalization in your BU?

Future state, in 5-year horizon 25 min

• Industry

– How do you see the future of construction industry?

– How you see the industry dynamic changing?

– How value is created in the future?

• Company

– Is data a threat or enabler for future competitive advantage?

– How data impacts YIT’s business?
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– How and where data is utilized in the company?

• Business Unit

– How your BUs operations are impacted by data?

– Where is the future state of BU in 5 years?

– Where data is utilized and how?

– Where is the future competitive advantage stemming from?

∗ Digital business optimization

∗ Digital business transformation

Enablers 10 min

– Which kind of data would bring the most value? To Business Unit / Company

– How the data could be acquired? Bought vs. Self-gathered

– Who would be interested in the said data collected?

Barriers 10 min

– Are there any barriers needed to be overcome to take advantage of data driven

opportunities? In BU, company and industry.

– Are there any other underlying things slowing down the digitalization?

Conclusion 5 min

– Draw conclusion about the interviewees insight.

– Thank the interviewee.
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Appendix B

Background material for the interviews
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